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Introduction to the WECoach methodological guide and toolkit
for coaching adult women in sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

What you are about to read has been designed to support female entrepreneurs to become WECoaches
– expert coaches of other adult women willing to transform themselves into entrepreneurs, leaders and
self-conscious professionals.
The WECAN project partners, through an Erasmus plus funded project, want to empower women to create
value in the society in which they live thanks to a more independent approach to the labour market.
The WECAN project has been inspired by an analysis of the current labour market which is still struggling to
recover from the 2008 financial crisis. In this context the age group 30-45 is one of the most hit facing major
barriers to re-enter the labour market. The challenge for these adults out of employment is to generate
a new kind of growth that embraces entrepreneurship as a way to create innovative and competitive
jobs. The European Commission considers new entrepreneurs as huge potential incubators of creative
and innovative ideas that can lead to job creation, lower unemployment rates and better social and
economic integration. In this framework, women’s entrepreneurial activity in Europe has not yet reached
its full potential. The Women Entrepreneurship Report published by the Global entrepreneurship monitor for
the years 2016/2017 shows that women face additional hurdles with respect to men and that these barriers
restrain women’s success in entrepreneurial activities. Generally, women’s enterprises have lower growth
expectations and higher rates of discontinuance if compared to men’s ones in EU countries.
It is this framework that the partners of the WECAN project decided to implement a coaching methodology
to support female entrepreneurial initiatives. The current document gathers a Methodological Guide and
a Toolkit with a set of activities called Energizers and Ice-breakers to facilitate the transformation of adult
female entrepreneurs willing to support their peers by the acquisition of coaching competencies.
WECAN methodology addresses entrepreneurship as a key competence to both start up a business and
create value as described by the EntreComp framework. The WECAN approach aims at enhancing
women’s positive perceptions of their skills to start a new business through a coaching journey in which
coaches with relevant entrepreneurial experience will explain what it actually takes to be an entrepreneur.
The current work represents the result of the partners conducted under the Intellectual Output of the
project. The two parts that compose this document (Part A and Part B) can be used in parallel or as a both
as a stand-alone resource. They underpin the development of the Curriculum and Training Materials in the
next Intellectual Output of the project.
Four pillars have guided the partners in their work that led to the Methodological Guide (Part A):
•
•
•
•

The use of non-formal and unconventional practices and approaches to engage with adult women
out of employment,
The notion of coaching as a non-formal and creative learning approach which can enhance
women participation in the economic life of the society in which they live,
The transversal competences of the European Reference Framework for Lifelong Learning (ERF),
The EntreComp Framework as the main reference framework for the development of entrepreneurial
knowledge, skills and attitudes applicable in all spheres of life.

The Methodological Guide places an emphasis on reflexivity or reflective-reflexive practice. The coaches
will get acquainted with how knowledge is acquired, organised and interpreted as key pedagogical
elements that will help her during her assessing and evaluating the progress of the coachees.
Part B contains ice-breaking activities to break initial fears of Women Entrepreneurs and to get to know
each other, thus providing practical tools for the WECoaches to support the development of the coachees
during the learning journey.
Therefore, this toolkit has a dual role: it is a tool for WECoaches to organize their own training course thanks
to the methodology developed and to implement the coaching journey enhancing the sense of initiative
and entrepreneurial skills in the coachees.
9

In other words, it is a training manual tailored made for adult women coaches, who will guide new female
entrepreneurs to effectively start-up their business by identifying the barriers they face and removing them
by addressing their knowledge gaps.
The toolkit helps to encourage and improve the capability to act as peer coaches in terms of:
-

Self-analyses, self-awareness and skill mapping: this includes boosting motivation, setting goals, and
encourage initiative;
Soft entrepreneurial skills as: leadership attitude, active listening and communication, teamwork,
self-management, problem solving, decision making etc.

Each part has an opening introduction and an index to help the reader in the navigation of the text.
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WECAN: The Project

WECAN - Women’s Entrepreneurship CoAches training is a co-funded Erasmus + project – Key
Action 2 - Strategic partnership | Adult education (project number 2019-1-FR01-KA204-062215).
The project addresses entrepreneurship as a key competence to both start up a business and
create value. WECAN aims at enhancing women’s positive perceptions of their skills to start a
new business through a coaching journey in which women coaches with relevant entrepreneurial
experience will explain what it actually takes to be an entrepreneur.
Moreover, WECAN aims at strengthening women’s entrepreneurial capacity by empowering
through a personalised coaching programme. In fact, the project promotes an unconventional
and informal learning process aimed at building self-confidence, braking barriers and
empowering adult women thanks to a coaching programme that enhances both coaches and
coachees.
The coaching learning pathway of WECAN will include a set of new and creative tools that will
make the learning experience of the coachee more appealing by engaging her in a one-toone coaching with another woman who has relevant previous experience in entrepreneurial
endeavours. The methodology that will be developed will also upgrade the career prospects
of experienced women entrepreneurs to become charismatic and power ful coaches who will
transfer their knowledge to less experienced women.
More specifically WECAN will:
•

Develop basic and transversal entrepreneurial skills, using a tailored coaching programme

•

Increase the sense of initiative and entrepreneurial mindset among female adults wouldbe or young entrepreneurs

•

Promote unconventional and informal learning to build self-confidence, brake barriers
and empower female adults out of employment

•

Develop open educational resources (OER) that will be uploaded in the e-platform
developed during the project.

The project is currently being implemented by six partner organisations from 6 different EU
countries:
•

EUROCIRCLE Centre d’Information Europe Direct, France (Coordinator)

•

I-Box Create S.L., Spain

•

Center for Knowledge Management, North Macedonia

•

Greek Association of Women Entrepreneurs, Greece

•

Centro Per Lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci, Italy

•

CSI - Center for Social Innovation Ltd, Cyprus
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PART A

Methodological Guide for WECoaches

The following manual is a Methodological Guide for women entrepreneurs approaching the
WECAN coaching pathway.
The Methodological Guide has been developed within the first intellectual output of the project
aimed at creating a toolkit to help women entrepreneurs in their journey as coaches.
The current guide defines and describes the WECAN coaching methodology – both as a standalone resource and with a view to underpin the development of the Curriculum and Training
Materials that will be created in the second part of the project.
The Methodological Guide is based upon 4 pillars:
•

The use of non-formal and unconventional practices and approaches to engage with
adult women out of employment,

•

The notion of coaching as a non-formal and creative learning approach which can
enhance women participation in the economic life of the society in which they live,

•

The transversal competences of the European Reference Framework for Lifelong Learning
(ERF),

•

The EntreComp Framework as the main reference framework for the development of
entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and attitudes applicable in all spheres of life.

Effective coaching interventions for women willing to start up a business means to identify the
barriers they face and remove them by addressing their knowledge gaps. This is why the WECAN
methodology focuses on a peer-to-peer approach: in fact, a woman entrepreneur who is more
experienced and has gone through similar challenges can help the coachee in finding her way
towards her entrepreneurial goal. Being the relationship between two individuals a delicate
subject, the methodology is aimed at sorting the main steps of the coaching pathways and at
identifying obstacles and solutions that can be adopted by the coachees.
The methodology places emphasis on reflexivity or reflective-reflexive practice thus encouraging
peer learning and co-creation – thanks to the methodology, the coach will understand where
their coachees are positioned, they will learn how to explore their language and also how they
approach obstacles and overcome them.
The methodology is divided into 4 Chapters, each addressing 4 different topics and coaching
relationship stage:
1. The Coach-coachee match (developed by CSC Danilo Dolci)
2. Entrepreneurship (developed by CSI)
3. How do we learn? (developed by EUROCIRCLE and Center for Knowledge Management)
4. How to design the coaching session (developed by I-BOX Create S.L. and Greek
Association of Women Entrepreneurs)
Topic 1 highlights how all relations are different (there is no one-model for the coach-coachee
journey) but they all need the same qualitative skills: trust, experience, interpersonal, openmindedness, shared values.
In topic 2, the methodology explores the notion of entrepreneurial learning that is included in
the key competencies of ERF for lifelong learning which enhances work-based and projectbased learning. The ERF seeks a reinforced and systematic collaboration between education,
training and employment learning settings to support lifelong learning pathways. The EntreComp
Framework is analysed as well to show how entrepreneurial attitudes are capable of unlocking
personal potential, creativity and self-initiative.
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This topic thus leads coaches to understand and find out what types of entrepreneurship exist
to later understand the kind of coaching support is needed. Each coachee needs a different
coaching support depending on the type of business she aims at, her personality traits, or
decision-making style.
In topic 3, the methodology places an emphasis on the pedagogical notions of reflectivereflexive learning and encourage peer learning and co-creation - exploring language, style
and presentation in a reflective way, which is how knowledge is actually acquired. Emphasis is
put on communication and confidence building.
Topic 4 helps WECoaches in understanding what type of support the coachees need at each
stage of the coaching relationship, that is, initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition
stage. In order to do this, the methodology explains the three crucial moments of the coaching
relation:
a. design the coaching sessions,
b. the implementation phase and
c. the evaluation stage.
The methodology stresses the importance of this last stage which is important in order to assess
the coaching effectiveness.
Each topic is introduced by a brief summary. The reader can find a list of annexes and the
bibliography – divided according to the topics - at the end of the guide.
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TOPIC 1: THE COACH – COACHEE MATCH

INTRODUCTION
The WECAN project is about coaching between entrepreneur women and other women starting an
entrepreneur path or willing to start it. This approach, women coaching and – to some extent - mentoring
women, entrepreneurs mentoring and coaching entrepreneurs, which could be considered a kind of peerto-peer relation, is the result of several needs.
First, let’s focus on the importance of same-gender influence: it has been proved by some studies, (Markussen
& Røed, 2017) that gender gap in early career entrepreneurship is an issue and, when mentoring novice
entrepreneurs, peer-mentors of the same sex are much more influential than peer-mentors of the opposite
sex. It is a matter of empathy, self-reflection and identification, and understanding of the problems and
limitations. One advantage of WECoaches is precisely that there isn’t this gender gap, favouring an equalto-equal relationship and trying to provide all the benefits of this approach.
Studies have also showed that novice entrepreneurs acquire a lot of learning outcomes from mentoring
(St-Jean & Audet, 2012). These outcomes are divided in three categories (cognitive learning, skill-based
learning and affective learning). Out of these categories, mentored entrepreneurs benefit mainly from
cognitive and affective learning. But, how these learning outcomes benefit novice or future entrepreneurs?
From cognitive learning, entrepreneurs report to have increased their management knowledge and skills,
and learned to identify opportunities by expanding their vision. From affective learning, instead, benefits
such as a lower sense of solitude and an improvement of the self-image through mentor’s affirmation could
be very positive for the mentored entrepreneur resilience.
One of the aims of WECAN is to give new or potential entrepreneur women the opportunity to have a
coaching and mentoring experience with other women who already were at their situation sometime, the
initial stages of an entrepreneurial project and that, therefore, know first-hand the challenges that they can
find and can guide them through this pathway.

WHO IS A COACH? WHO IS A MENTOR?
Differences between coaches and mentors

Although the concepts of mentoring and coaching are similar, they are not the same. If both are meant
to support the advancement and development of people in some field of their lives, there are some
differences between the role of a mentor and that of a coach. Specifically, mentors build a long-term
relationship with their mentees, in which, through their experience and wisdom, support the mentees’
development. The main difference with a coach’s work, is that the relationship of the last with the coachee
normally has a determined duration, and is based on the observation and advices on behaviours that
should be changed, eliminated or strengthen to reach the coachee’s goal or desired advancement (Reh,
2019).
Still, the mentor can sometimes adopt some tasks and approaches of a coach, if it is the case to do it.
Therefore, when in this methodology we talk about mentors, mentees and mentoring, we will be actually
talking about a combination of these with coaches, coachees and coaching, respectively, as it is the
actual approach of the project, which sees WECoaches with a combination of features belonging to
mentoring.
In the next pages we will explore what it means to be a Coach and what means to be a mentor, which are
their roles, their characteristics and their responsibilities or the expectations upon them. At the end of this
section, a definition of WECoaches will be provided, together with the expected learning outcomes from
the coaching/mentoring activity.
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Functions and tasks of mentors and coaches

As previously introduced, even if sometimes the terms mentor and coach are used as synonymous, they
don’t have the same meaning. A mentor is someone who uses his/her experience, wisdom and skills to
guide a mentee (or more) in one or more fields of their lives. They can prepare the mentees for improving
their performance in personal or professional life or developing the necessary skills for the mentees to
achieve career and/or life goals, giving them the clues to overcome challenges and, especially, to
become more and more independent. The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines it as “a trusted
counselor or guide”, but the definition can be largely extended, as the roles of a mentor are numerous:
guide, counselor, coach, advisor, teacher, sponsor, supporter, role model, even friend. These roles are
performed by mentors while they fulfill two types of functions: career functions and psychosocial functions
(LEGME, 2013; Johnson & Ridley, 2004).
Career functions are, for example, sponsoring the mentee for a new position or to reach their ambition,
coaching them through advising and counseling when facing new tasks, assessing the interests and abilities
of the mentee in a determined career path, helping mentees setting goals (both short- and long-term),
etc.
Career functions can be complemented with psychosocial functions if the mentor understands that the
mentee’s emotional and/or personal development needs attention. The mentor can intervene by giving
much affirmation, with emotional support, showing confidence and trust in the mentee’s capabilities,
encouraging the mentee to pursuit their dreams from a realistic perspective, and even engaging in
friendship.
Whereas knowledge can be learned, having a good attitude is essential for the application of that
knowledge for the benefit of the mentee. The right combination of those two elements results in a blend
of skills used by the mentor to fulfill their functions. The mentor needs to know and recognise where each
element is needed or appropriate.
As already said in the introduction, a coach’s concrete functions differ from the ones of mentors in some
points. The primary responsibility of coaches is to help the coachees to achieve their potential in any area
in which they may need improvement through motivation. To do this, a coach observes the coachee’s
concrete behaviours and actions, identifying which of these are preventing the coachee to achieve their
goal or to reach their potential and helping them to change or improve them. Therefore, while the main
function of a mentor is to guide, the one of a coach is to motivate. Moreover, coaches work on concrete
goals, while mentors are a kind of pathway fellows. For this, mentors ideally have experience in the same
field of their mentees, while coaches don’t necessarily. These differences make them to adopt different
approaches in tasks that might seem similar. For example, while a coach sets goals together with the
coachee, a mentor helps the mentee to discover which are their own goals.
Nevertheless, the tasks and roles of both can be similar and interchangeable, depending on the situation.
In this case, as we’ll see later, the WECAN approach includes also elements of mentoring, which makes it
closer to the needs and expectations of the potential coachees/mentees.
What are the tasks of a coach? What are the tasks of a mentor?
For this reason, it is interesting to understand which are their tasks, both for coaches and mentors, since they
have - to a certain extension, some overlapping tasks, whilst each role has its own features.
Some of the tasks that mentors should accomplish for the mentorship to succeed are (Johnson & Ridley,
2004):
•
•

•
•
•

Getting to know the mentee, observing and listening to apprehend which are their talents,
vulnerabilities, strengths and weaknesses.
Expressing those elements to the mentee: it is important to let them know their own talents and
strengths, as sometimes people are not aware or certain about themselves. External affirmation,
especially when coming from the perspective of the mentor, is always beneficial for one’s selfesteem and self-confidence, which are essential for motivation and determination to improve or
try new things. In the other hand, also vulnerabilities, weaknesses and fears have to be considered.
It is a responsibility of the mentor to see them as real, but no insurmountable, and it is important to
transmit this point of view to the mentee.
Instilling self-confidence to help mentees when self-doubt appears. If the mentor believes in the
mentee and their potential, the mentee will be more prone to believe in themselves too.
Helping the mentee to set goals and to discern the steps and changes needed to achieve those
goals, from an optimistic but also realistic point of view. Practicing constructive criticism and realistic
affirmation when failure occurs.
Giving direct information and instruction about the must-know of the mentee’s vocation. Intentionally
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

demonstrating and explaining complex professional skills to the mentee.
Motivating, encouraging and supporting the mentee in their ideas and aspirations, being clear
when those are unrealistic.
Providing knowledge through recommendations; coaching by offering consultation and advise.
Having high expectations on the mentee and making it visible. The mentor themselves should be a
model of what is expected from the mentee.
Challenging the mentee: putting some challenges in the way of the mentee, for example by giving
them challenging assignments, are really useful as it stretches the mentee beyond their comfort
zone. Through challenge, the mentee can learn how to manage anxiety. It can also boost their
curiosity, creativity and problem-solving and innovation abilities.
Building a relationship of trust through respect, mutuality and self-disclosure and confidentiality.
·
Seizing opportunities for informally transferring knowledge through story-telling. Mentors
can use examples of their own experience to train the mentees on how to face some situations,
improving some aspects or solving some problems, always from an instructive and modest point
of view. It also contributes in the building of a relationship based on trust, respect, and empathy.
However, this kind of training is a complement, not the principal one in the mentorship.
Gradually decreasing the amount of direct teaching as the mentee develops. Mentee’s
independence and autonomy in accomplishing their vocation is one of the objectives of mentorship.
Sponsoring the mentee providing opportunities for them to get valuable contacts or networking.

The role of the coach – especially in the work field – is not sometimes so much highlighted. However, the
most common roles identified (Lang, 2019) are the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

S/he is a leader, providing support and guidance to the coachee: as we’ve seen also in the case
of the mentor, coach needs to have a strong leadership to allow to build a supporting relation with
the individual they work with and be trustable enough to provide the necessary information to
enhance the professional – and personal – growth of the coachee.
Keep motivation high: motivate people is one of the key assets of coaching. Sometimes, a
motivational support on a dream/project/desire/intention of someone can be crucial to help
someone else making the right step towards their objective.
Listening to the desires, expectations and concrete perspectives of their coachees: being a coach
is not a unidirectional relation. If a coach can give suggestions and keep high the motivation, he or
she needs to actively listen to their coachees. It is important to listen, especially if a coach wants to
create a learning path which can fit perfectly with the learning needs of the coachee.
Work with the specific person to detect his/her own goal – professional in our case. It is important
to work closely with someone in order to allow the coach to identify the goal for a specific person,
which can be the right choice depending on their personal and individual potential to identify their
goal.
Think out of the box to support the development of new ideas and invite people to walk the roads
less travelled by. Thinking out of the box is a necessary tool for creativity and innovation, which are
two essential qualities in the world of entrepreneurship. Moreover, it helps the coachee to identify
several approaches to achieve her personal goal.
Providing constructive feedbacks to support the professional improvement: together with listening
and motivating, providing feedbacks is essential to make the coachee achieve that specific goal
set together with the coach.

WHAT IS A COACH/MENTOR LIKE?
The famous psychologist Carl Rogers found, thanks to his studies and his field experience, that warmth and
acceptance are more important than specific techniques and procedures. When people feel safe, valued
and when supported, they are more prone to flourish. This concept is especially highlighted in mentoring
and also in coaching: good knowledge is nothing without the right attitude. In fact, encouragement and
support are among the most important and valued mentoring functions, according to several studies,
and that has a lot to do with the personality traits and the style of a mentor, more than with their concrete
knowledge. What am I like interpersonally? and What are my primary relational habits? are questions that
every mentor o person considering to become a mentor should take into account, as the answers can
be determining for their mentoring performance. In the same way, a coach needs to be aware of her
personal contribution to her coachee, given her crucial role in the awareness path she will support to
develop with her coachee.
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Of course, human beings can be very different one from another, and may have a unique style of mentoring
or coaching. Nevertheless, there are some personality features and interpersonal skills that are important,
if not indispensable, to fulfil all the tasks previously listed. People who have these features will, therefore,
easily have or acquire the skills needed to fit the role they are called to provide. These are personality traits
and attitudes that are normally intrinsic, but it doesn’t mean that people can’t develop them if they are
really willing to and make an effort. These are the essential ones (Johnson & Ridley, 2004):
Warmth and caring. When someone approaches with a friendly and open attitude, it translates into
respect. People feel accepted, admired and valued, which increases their self-confidence. When showing
it verbally, it is important to use also non-verbal language, as it shows that the caring and warmth are
sincere and genuine.
Active listening. If you listen actively, through verbal prompts and non-verbal language, when the mentee/
coachee speaks, she will feel that they are being taken seriously, which is essential for the relationship.
Open-mindedness and tolerance. It’s extremely important to be aware and accept that everyone is a
unique individual. Being tolerant towards the different opinions, ideas and approaches that can emerge in
the relationship, and accepting them without being judgemental, makes the communication easier and
much more effective.
Reliability and commitment. Commitment and seriousness are really important to create a relation rooted
in trust: scheduling time for the mentee/coachee, faithfully keeping the appointments and respecting
confidentiality. These are signs that you are trustworthy, which will give the mentee/coachee much
confidence in the process of coaching you would like to start.
Communicativeness. Being able to communicate clearly and effectively everything that has to be
communicated: from expectations to concerns, from suggestions and advice to concrete instructions, as
well as feelings.
Realistic rigorousness. Being exigent is fundamental, if a mentor/coach didn’t have high expectations for
the mentee/coachee, their role wouldn’t make any sense and this would result in a lack of motivation. Still,
it’s important to be realistic, knowing that expecting perfection will probably lead to disappointment.
Honesty. It is essential to be honest for different reasons. Firstly, integrity and ethics have to be always
respected. Secondly, being a WECoach is a role model for the mentee, so if the first is not honest and
sincere, it could lead to the mentee not being honest, affecting the relation and making the coaching
ineffective.
Sense of initiative. It is important to take the initiative when the mentee is not ready to take some steps. In
fact, even if the relationship must be as mutual as possible, the WECoach should always be the one who
leads it and understand when it is necessary to make the next move or change something, and work on it.
Humility. When you appreciate your own limitations, you are seen as real and approachable, which
potentiates mutuality. Instead, without humility, the relationship is superficial, and so is the communication.
Keen interpersonal competences. These can be described as emotional intelligence and consist on being
empathic, self-aware, non-defensive and open to feedback. It is about understanding of the other and of
oneself.
These qualities are really important in the role of coaching: once someone possesses them, it is not difficult
to acquire or develop the adaptation, communication, and organisation skills needed to fulfil a WECoach
tasks. Furthermore, it is proved that being friendly, open, approachable and encouraging can be crucial
to allow others to feel more comfortable with risk-taking, surer about their success and more relaxed asking
for help or advice.

What can a mentee expect from a coach/mentor?
•
•
•

To help them to work out clearly and specifically what they want or need to achieve and the best
way to get there.
To ask them questions and challenge them in order to stimulate their critical thinking, and creativity,
and to help them refine their ideas and make them clearer.
To give feedback to the mentee, helping them to learn from mistakes (Morgan, n.d.).
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WHO IS A MENTEE?
Role of a mentee, features and needs

A mentee can be any person who wants or needs a figure to guide them towards or through a study,
career or personal path. Specifically, WECAN mentees are adult women who have decided to undertake
an entrepreneur path and need guidance from their peers. A mentee is a person willing to absorb a more
experienced person’s knowledge, who has ambitions for growing, improving or develop, and considers
that it is possible to do it with the support of a role model. Mentees are ready to start a relationship that can
evolve from professional to personal, and have the awareness that they will need to be an open book,
without hiding expectations, concerns, doubts, feelings or dreams. They understand that a coach’s role
is not to judge, but support, and are willing to collaborate and do their best, knowing that it will be all in
their benefit and to achieve their set goal. If the mentee is prepared to put her efforts in making it work, the
collaborative partnership will be challenging, fun and, above all, rewarding (Morgan, n.d.).
Mentees can be extremely different from each other, they are unique individuals with different backgrounds,
experiences, skills and personalities, but there are some elements that are needed if they want to achieve
their goals. In this sense, a mentee must be an honest person, reliable, committed to work, loyal, with an
open attitude to change and resilience. A non-defensive person who humbly accepts criticism without
feeling their pride attacked but with the attitude to react to feedback consequently, who can listen actively
and has initiative to ask for help, for answers or clarifications. A person who trusts and can be trusted.

Responsibilities and expectations of the mentee
•
•
•
•
•

To have an open attitude to change.
To take the coaching process seriously, enthusiastically embracing the opportunity given to them.
To be clear of what they want or need to achieve, or be willing to discover it with the guidance. To
show commitment and effort to get there.
To keep their word, be committed to actions and ready to receive feedback so that the learning
can be real.
To be honest and open with the mentor. Honesty must be reciprocal for the relationship to work.

FINDING THE RIGHT MATCH
To increase the chances that the relationship between WECOACH and mentee will flourish, it is important
that both of them can match. As we already explained, each one of them is a different individual with
their own style, personality, objectives, ideas... That is why this match must be carefully done, considering
all the variables and trying to find the most suitable “assignment”. The choice must be done selectively,
respecting some personal parameters. This selection has to match personal preferences, needs and risk
tolerance (Johnson & Ridley, 2004).
Personal preferences. The coach/mentor must be honest to themselves regarding their personal preferences.
They should be willing to be fair and ensure equal chances in their selection, but also be aware of their
personal preferences, even prejudices, and at which level that fairness can prevail. If, for example, they
chose a mentee towards whom they have any kind of prejudice, the relationship won’t be as fluid and
fructuous as it should. To find the balance, they should ask themselves “Do I generally exclude members of
certain groups?” If the answer is yes, the next step is trying to find the reason why they do it and identify if
it is a compelling reason and if they are prone to change idea or not. Of course, who is in this type of role
shouldn’t have any prejudice. If so, they should re-evaluate their own role in guiding people.
Needs. With light analysis of one’s features, one’s needs can be understood. For example, if a mentee is
lacking self-confidence, the right match for them will be someone good at cheering and motivating.
Risk tolerance. It is important to establish the level of risk they are willing to cope with when choosing a
mentee. If the person who is going to provide support or guidance has the will but limited energies or time,
they should find a “less challenging mentee”, with an obvious talent or potential.
It is true that good matching depends extremely on the context and tasks of the coaching process, but
chemistry between the parts, in a personal and professional dimension, is key to a good working partnership,
and it is something that can be instantaneously measured. Some elements to take into account when in
this matching process are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

values,
interests,
work ethic,
preference for the structure and productivity of the coaching,
career aspirations,
short and long-term goals,
personality traits, such as sense of humour, warmth, humility, extroversion,
social skills, communication style.

The more both parties consider themselves to be similar, the more evident will benefits appear.
Apart from this, it is highly advisable for both parties to have similar career paths, being the WECoach most
experienced than the mentee. By specifically describing some elements, the match will be more easily
done. The following table is a useful tool that can be used by the mentor and the mentee to compare
each other’s experience, aspirations and preferences, in order to do assure a good match:

Mentee’s development goals:

WECoach’s competences:

(What does the mentee want to achieve?
Which are her aspirations?)

(What
are
the
WECoach’s
top
competences and strengths to perform
this role?)

Job experience:
(Which is the precedent professional experience of each part? Are your experiences
useful for achieving the goals of the mentorship?)
WECoach:

Mentee:
Educational background:

(Which are the educational paths of each one? School, university, trainings… Are they in
line with the goals of the mentorship?)
WECoach:

Mentee:
Topical interests:

(What are the WECoach and the mentee’s interests? Are they similar? For example,
hobbies)
WECoach:

Mentee:
Functions:

What is expected from the WECoach and from the mentee in this relationship?
WECoach:

Mentee:
Preferred criteria for the match:

What is important for the WECoach and the mentee to base the match on? Which are
the aspects to take into account to do a match?)
WECoach:

Mentee:
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Considering these elements, the chances to have an efficient match are greater.
A piece of advice for mentees: it takes time, professional resources and emotional energy for a person to
fulfil the role of WECoach, so the more mentees she has, the more limitations they will face. It is preferable
to select someone who can focus on you.
A piece of advice for WECoaches: if you have the chance, spend time knowing your potential mentee,
observe her interactions and work closely to start creating a link and a natural mentorship.

What kind of relationship?

Once the match is done, it is the moment to start open conversations, where both parties express themselves
and put their willingness to work through their concerns, similarities, expectations and relationship contours.
It is the first step to make this relationship productive. When those elements are clarified, they can stablish
some ground rules for them to work together in the best conditions to reach that productivity.
This kind of relationships are dynamic, personal and reciprocal and are associated with positive personal
and career outcomes. They are beneficial not only for the mentee, but also for the coach, who can see
their creativity enhanced and discover new professional synergies, as well as recognition, fulfilment and
reward. It is, lastly, a generative and multiplier activity, as coached people are more likely to coach others
in future, if their experience has been satisfactory (Morgan, n.d; Johnson & Ridley, 2004).

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A WECOACH?
Experience and empathy are indispensable conditions but they are not enough to become a WeCoach
though, it is necessary to develop some competences in order to be able to transmit all the skills and
knowledge to mentees efficiently. So, the WECOACH, as a good coach, set the entrepreneurial goal
together with the new entrepreneur. At the same time, taking the benefits of the mentoring, provide a
stimulating and comfortable learning environment to her mentee, making her flourish through innovation
and creativity.
So, what are the requirements to become a WeCoach?
•
•
•
•

Being a woman.
Having at least more than one year of relevant experience as an entrepreneur.
Being willing to upskill and upgrade themselves.
Being willing to share their knowledge and experience for the benefit of their peers.

WECoaches must take into account the following specifications:

Tasks and skills of WECoaches

WECoaches will have a role of peers for other women that are new or potential entrepreneurs: this means
that they will provide them with knowledge and, at the same time, an immediate life experience. It is then
of extreme importance that WECoaches acquire the necessary competences and skills to ensure that the
methodology and resources used during mentoring are both accessible and motivating. The first task of
WECoaches is, thus, to work in their own skills and learn how to combine them with their experience, to be
able to fulfil the role of a mentor: develop the same skills in the mentees, empower them and support them
in their entrepreneurial journey.
By upgrading their own skills, WECoaches will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be more aware of themselves: recognise their own values and principles.
Engage with other women creating a real relationship of trust.
Identify strengths, weaknesses and gaps in their own practice and in others.
Learn how to challenge negative attitudes and values constructively.
Inspire and motivate.
Manage their own emotions and the emotions of others.
Act with integrity, honesty and ethic.

WECoaches must take into account that their future mentees, despite their ability to focus on their goals,
their empathy and flexibility, usually need a special support and motivation, due to all the obstacles and
challenges that they encounter in their daily lives, so developing the listed skills is completely necessary to
instil confidence in their peer-mentees.
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What WECoaches have to transmit/teach to their mentee

Through the skills that WECoaches will develop, they will be able to teach, or better, transmit to their
mentees, through non-formal and unconventional practices, a range of practical knowledge necessary in
any entrepreneurial journey, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management: It includes all the knowledge necessary to manage a project or a business, for
instance, the management of costs, of human resources, of quality.
New methodologies and tools: Being updated on new tools, that can be new technologies or just
new work approaches and methods is important, as jobs are continually evolving.
Team-work: It is the capacity to work with other people in a collaborative way. The capacity to
cooperate is essential for entrepreneurs, as they will need support for the wide range of tasks that
starting a business requires.
Negotiation: The capacity to discuss with others in order to arrive to an agreement that fits for all the
parties. Having negotiation skills is not only necessary when starting a business, but also in all kind of
interactions.
Development of a business plan: A business needs planification in all its aspects. The capacity to
plan a business, taking into account all its variables (market needs, distribution strategies, etc.) in
order to reach the intended goals is essential for every entrepreneur.
Business continuity: How will a business be sustainable in time? To ensure a continuity, entrepreneurs
need the ability of long-term planning.
Digital marketing: ICTs offer the opportunity to expand a business in a wider way than traditional
tools, that is why it is important to have notions of digital marketing.
Leadership: It is not only the capacity to guide and set directions for others, but also to motivate,
inspire and create.
Time management: Having a conscious controll of time, and being able to distribute accurately the
different tasks in time.
Problem solving: It has to do with creativity and the use of the necessary tools to overcome
challenges and difficulties.
Networking: For an entrepreneur, networking is important for several reasons. Not only does it help
the entrepreneur to expand their business project and to find potential allies or collaborations, but
it also mitigates the sense of solitude that can emerge sometimes.
Finding funds: In order to set a project, economical resources are needed. That is why entrepreneurs
need the capacity to know where and how to find them.

Moreover, they will help the mentees to develop skills that are useful not only for an entrepreneurial activity,
but also for other aspects of life, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Initiative: Having the courage and the will to take the first step or to start something.
Creativity: The capacity to create new things or modify existing things. An entrepreneur needs
creativity in a wide range of situations, from deciding the product or service they want to offer, to
overcoming challenges and solving problems.
Commitment: Working hard to achieve one’s goals, with responsibility and without giving up.
Vision for future: It is related to long-term goal setting and necessary for the continuity and
sustainability of a project.
Self-confidence: Insecurities usually stop people from performing their best, as it leads to a lack of
motivation. Believing in oneself is essential to reach any goal.
Self-analysis: Being able to recognise one’s self personality traits, with their strengths and weaknesses,
is helpful to boost the firsts and work on the second ones.
Critical thinking: It requires a clear assessment of oneself and of the rest of the world. It is much
related to curiosity and unconformity, and necessary in work and in daily life.
Recognition of one’s own skills: As self-confidence, being aware of one’s own skills and face them
in a positive and constructive point of view, in order to be able to make the most of them.
Goal-setting: Mapping one’s short- and long-term goals in order to be able to plan the steps to
achieve them.
Motivation: When people are motivated, it means that they have good reasons to accomplish
something or act in a certain way. These reasons can be of any kind (economical, personal…) and
are what make people commit to a project and focus on it.
Active listening and communication competences: Good communication is fundamental in any
interaction. To achieve it, there is a series of skills needed, among them active listening, not only
hearing what other people say but also paying attention to understand what they say, or expressing
oneself with clarity.
Self-regulation of emotions and emotional resilience: The ability to respond to situations with the
adequate emotions to make oneself to keep emotional stability, and to be able to overcome
emotionally difficult moments and to use them in a constructive way.
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CONCLUSION
As it has been explained in this section of the methodology, the roles of mentor and coach are very useful
to understand the role that should be played by WEcoaches: it is a role which needs to fit the needs of
someone who is starting a new, professional path – in this case, to become an entrepreneur. Of course,
the learning path that leads to this goal is susceptible to several challenges, such as gender gap, need of
sharing experiences or several learning expectations. The project WECAN, by combining some “features”
of the role of a mentor (such as accompanying and guiding) with the ones of a coach (such as motivating
and setting goals) gives a new approach in the learning path of adult women who wants to be successful
entrepreneurs, providing them not only with valuable tools but also with peers who can help them achieve
the professional success they have always desired.
To be a WECoach, some skills and competences are needed, but the most important ones are soft skills
and personal attitudes. Being empathic, available, proactive, active listener and caring, among other
qualities, increases the possibilities to build a relationship of trust and motivation, necessary for a satisfactory
experience of WECoaching, for both parties included.
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TOPIC 2: ENTREPRENEURSHIP

INTRODUCTION: ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS A KEY COMPETENCE (ERF)
In 2006, the European Commission has proposed the further support and development of individuals’
key competences for lifelong learning. The Council has thus, identified the eight key competences for
personal fulfilment and development, employability, active citizenship and sustainability. One of them is
Entrepreneurship which has become a policy priority especially in education and training/coaching.
Entrepreneurship competence, according to the Council’s Recommendation on Key Competences for
Lifelong Learning (2018), is defined as the “capacity to act upon opportunities and ideas, and to transform
them into values for others. It is founded upon creativity, critical thinking and problem solving, taking
initiative and perseverance and the ability to work collaboratively in order to plan and manage projects
that are of cultural, social of financial value”.
According to the Council of European Union’s Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning
(2019), entrepreneurship is a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes. Overall, the entrepreneurial
competence requires knowing that there are different contexts and opportunities for turning ideas into
action (ibid). Entrepreneurial skills are based on creativity such as imagination, strategic thinking and
problem-solving and an entrepreneurial attitude is characterised by a sense of initiative and agency, proactivity, being forward-looking, courage and perseverance in achieving objectives (ibid).
The European Commission initiates various actions to support entrepreneurship. One prominent example is
the Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan (ENTREPRENEURSHIP 2020 ACTION PLAN. Reigniting the entrepreneurial
spirit in Europe, 2013), aiming to support and boost entrepreneurship in Europe. Entrepreneurship has been
identified as an essential component in economic growth and employability and marks the basis of a
knowledge-based society. The Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan calls upon all Member States to work on
the following priorities on a European, national, regional and local level:
a. Embed entrepreneurship education and training in their educational systems,
b. Create an environment where entrepreneurs can flourish and grow within a sustainable ecosystem
for the development of enterprises by removing existing barriers and,
c. Disseminate best practises, initiatives and projects that promote entrepreneurship and reaches out
to specific groups of society to finally enhance inclusion and integration.
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EntreComp – THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP COMPETENCE FRAMEWORK
The Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (developed by JRC in 2015) presents a comprehensive set
of skills, attitudes and values for the entrepreneurial mind-set required to overcome our current societal
challenges. The EntreComp tool analyses three competence areas: ‘Ideas and Opportunities’, ‘Resources’
and ‘Into Action’; and each one of them presents five competences which are important to develop an
entrepreneurial mindset. It also has an 8-level progression model and a list of 442 learning outcomes to be
used as a guide (Bacigalupo et al., 2016).

Figure 1: Quick Guide to the EntreComp conceptual model

EntreComp’s definition of entrepreneurship embraces various and different types of entrepreneurship,
which encourages the creation of cultural, social or economic value. All types could be applied to either
individuals or groups (teams or organisations) and eventually refer to the worth creation within the private,
public and third sectors or any hybrid combination of the three. The ‘sense of initiative’ is an important
component that is also included in the entrepreneurial competence.
The three Entrepreneurship components presented in Figure 1, emphasise that entrepreneurship is a
multidimensional competence since it refers to the ability to transform “ideas and opportunities” “into
action” by “mobilising resources”. In particular, all above-mentioned sections are intertwined, as well as the
15 competences are interrelated and interconnected and should be treated as part of a whole.

What does it take to be an entrepreneur?

Firstly, it is important to comprehend entrepreneurship as a transversal competence. Such a competence
could be beneficial to all spheres of life: from nurturing personal development, to encouraging active
citizenship, to fostering employment and social inclusion as well as starting up ventures (cultural, social or
economic).
According to Entrecomp, 15 transversal and soft skills have been identified as key components for the
development of an entrepreneurial mind-set which are interrelated and interconnected and should be
treated as part of a whole:
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List of competences:

Competence
1. Spotting Opportunities

2. Creativity

Explanation
This skill has to do with imagination and
the ability to identify opportunities for
creating value by exploring the social,
cultural and economic landscape. One
must identify the needs and challenges
that ought to be met and establish new
connections to generate opportunities to
create value.
This skill has to do with the development
of creative and purposeful ideas to
create value, including better solutions to
existing and new challenges. One must
explore and experiment with innovative
approaches and combine knowledge
and resources to achieve valuable
effects.

3. Vision

This skill has to do with working towards a
vision of the future in order to turn ideas
into action.

4. Valuing Ideas

This skill has to do with making the most
out of ideas and opportunities by judging
what value is in social, cultural and
economic terms as well as recognising
the potential of an idea in generating
value.

5. Ethical and Sustainable thinking

This skill has to do with assessing the
consequences and impact of ideas that
bring value and the effect they could
possibly have on the target community,
the market, society and the environment.
One should be able reflect on how
sustainable long term social, cultural and
economic goals are, and the course of
action chosen.

6. Self-awareness and self-efficacy

This skill has to do with reflecting on
one’s needs and aspirations as well as
identifying and assessing the strengths
and weaknesses of one’s self and of
one’s team. Believing in one’s ability
to influence the course of events is an
important aspect of that competence.

7. Motivation and perseverance

This skill has to do with one being
determined to turn ideas into actions,
resilient under pressure and adversity
and remaining focused and patient to
achieve a goal.
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8. Mobilizing resources

This skill has to do with the ability to get and
manage the material, non-material and
digital resources needed to turn ideas into
action and make the most out of them.
Managing the competences needed at
any stage, including technical, legal, tax
and digital, is important when mobilizing
resources.

9. Financial and economic literacy

This skill has to do with the ability to
estimate the cost of turning an idea into a
value-creating activity, put in place and
evaluate financial decisions over time as
well as managing long term financials.

10. Mobilizing others

This skill has to do with the ability to inspire
and motivate relevant stakeholders to
get the support needed in achieving
valuable outcomes. One must make sure
to demonstrate effective communication,
persuasion, negotiation and leadership.

11. Taking the initiative

This skill has to do with the ability to initiate
processes that create value and take
up challenges. Acting independently
and working towards achieving goals
by carrying out the planned tasks are
important aspects of initiation.

12. Planning and management

This skill has to do with the ability to
prioritize, set short-term and/or long-term
goals, define action plans and adapt to
unforeseen changes.

13. Coping with uncertainty,
ambiguity and risk

This skill has to do with making decisions
while dealing with uncertainty, ambiguity
and risk. Within the value creating process,
including structured ways of testing ideas
and prototypes from the early stages, is
one way to reduce risks.

14. Working with others

This skill has to do with the ability to work
together and co-operate with others to
develop ideas and turn them into action.
Networking is one of the most important
aspects towards achieving that outcome.

15. Learning through experience

This skill has to do with the ability to learn
by doing, meaning to use initiative for
value creation as a learning opportunity.
Make sure to learn with others, including
peers and coaches and reflect from
both success and failure (either with selfreflection or peer-reflection methods).

Note for the WECoaches: You should bear in mind that not all soon-to-be-entrepreneurs will be interested
in acquiring or/and developing all the competences described to the very best level of proficiency.
Hence, it is important to adapt the reference framework, presented above, to each learners’ purposes
and also to the needs of the user group they intend to target with their enterprise.
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Finally, there is no sequence implied in the above-mentioned list of competences and no competence is
more important than the other. Consequently, the EntreComp Framework should be used as a launching
tool for understanding the entrepreneurship competence, which will then be additionally elaborated and
refined to tackle the desires of an individual or a particular group.

Progression Model1

The progression in entrepreneurial learning is made up of two aspects, according to EntreComp (Bacigalupo
et al., 2016, p.14-15):
1. Developing increasing autonomy and responsibility in acting upon ideas and opportunities to
create value and,
2. Developing the capacity to generate value from simple and predictable contexts up to complex,
constantly changing environments.
Hence, the entrepreneurial competence is considered as a capability that has both an individual and
collective aspect (Fayolle, Kariv & Matlay, 2019). The progression model of EntreComp uses four main levels
of measuring and evaluating one’s skills and progress and are divided into the Foundation, Intermediate,
Advanced and Expert level. At the first level, entrepreneurial value is created with external support while in
the second level is created with an increased autonomy. At the third level, responsibility to transform ideas
into action is developed and at the final level, the value created has considerable impact in its reference
domain.
The progression model could be applied to a formal, non-formal and informal learning context and is a
tool that could be adapted to different needs.

Learning outcomes2

According to EntreComp, learning outcomes are statements of what a learner knows and understands
and are crucial to make the entrepreneurship framework actionable. These statements can be designed
or used for educational planning and curriculum development so as to be the basis for the creation of
specific learning outcomes and for the development of performance indicators. Hence, these statements
could be used as a tool of self and/or peer reflection to support the learners in their coaching/learning
journey.
The statements could be either formed on an individual or collective basis and could be used in various
educational settings. The statements should be adjusted to the competence and level of competence at
stake as provided in the EntreComp conceptual and progression model.
Note: “Entrepreneurial learning can hardly be reduced to fixed pre-specific statements of learning
outcomes since it deals with the creation of value that does not exist prior to the entrepreneurial learning
process and cannot be foreseen in abstraction” (Bacigalupo et al., 2016, p.17): .

1
2

For the Progression Model, see Annex I.
More to be found in the appendix of EntreComp Framework, pages: 23-33.
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TYPES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
According to EntreComp 2019, there are four main types of entrepreneurship:

Type of entrepreneurship

Definition

Intrapreneurship

An entrepreneurship inside an organisation
(Pinchot, 1985).

Social Entrepreneurship3

Aims to offer innovative solutions to
unsolved social problems. Therefore,
it often goes hand in hand with social
innovation processes, aimed toward
improving people’s lives by promoting
social change (OECD, 2010).

Green Entrepreneurship

An entrepreneurship that features a
positive effect on environment and may
be seen as a move to a more sustainable
future (Schaper, 2012).

Digital Entrepreneurship

Involves the utilization of latest digital
technologies - social media, big data,
mobile and cloud solutions, to enhance
business operations, invent new business
models, improve business intelligence or to
cooperate with clients and stakeholders
(“Digital Entrepreneurship Monitor”, 2014).

THE WECOACHING JOURNEY
You, WECoaches, are the guardians of future entrepreneurs, as you support the advancement of their skills
required in today’s entrepreneurial world. There are several methods a WECoach can use, according to
the needs of the learner and the goals that he/she sets.
Two very important methods to use during your WECoach journey are:
•

Nonformal Education (NFE) is any organized education that takes place outside the formal
educational system. Most of the times, it is adaptable, learner-centered, contextualized and uses a
participatory approach. There is no specific target group for NFE.

•

Informal education also includes aspects whereby the individuals seek or want to learn a specific
skill or when they look into a certain area and don’t use formal or non-formal ways to learn. But
informal education means also learning things without the learner realising that he/she learned it.

3
Social enterprises are longstanding agents of inclusive growth and have proved remarkably resilient within the face of
economic adversity. By design, social enterprises address socio-economic challenges in innovative ways and involve citizens
to become a part of the change. The European Commission Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD, 2017), has published a report named ‘Boosting social enterprise development – Good Practice compendium’
which contains a rich collection of initiatives/good practices across Europe. This compendium illustrates a range of policy
approaches which will be used so as to determine an ecosystem for social enterprise development. Policy makers can draw
inspiration from the planning of those initiatives and derive policy lessons from their implementation.
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The Entrepreneurship Coaching Model by Valerie Lim (https://coachcampus.com/coach-portfolios/
coaching-models/valerie-lim-the-entrepreneurship/)

Tips for the WECoaches
As the WECoach you need to get to know your learners from the very
beginning. Non formal education methods could be useful to
strengthen communication and collaboration between you.

1. Make sure that you know your learners’ goals and needs. Self and peer
reflection activities could be an important tool to set the goals of a
coaching journey.
2. Use personal experiences and success stories. Personalizing the coaching
journey could be very essential for the learners. Using real time stories as
examples could play an essential role to the motivation of the learner.
3. Respect diversity and adjust each methodology and method according
to the individual/group.

The Entrepreneurship Coaching Model by Valerie Lim
(https://coachcampus.com/coach-portfolios/coaching-models/valerie-lim-the-entrepreneurship/)

The Entrepreneurship Coaching Model is a 5-step framework on starting up a new business. It follows Sir John
Whitmore’s highly successful GROW model. This model can be applied in a personal or group coaching
format.
It could be used to assist the learner’s WECoaching journey to:
•

Check and refine the viability of the start-up business idea.

•

Develop an action plan to launch the new business.

•

Feel confident, inspired and motivated to make it happen.

•

Develop skills to keep going even when faced with obstacles.
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Some online tools that WECoaches can use with the target group:
•

Ladies First! Project https://ladiesfirst.fvaweb.eu/

To be a successful entrepreneur, one needs to be able to grow both personally and professionally.
Hence, one important tool could be the curriculum developed under this project, that sets the
framework for planning teaching and learning experiences.
This EU project aims to inspire and empower teachers, trainers and counsellors to assist women
beneficiaries to finally achieve the required balance in-between working and personal life through
a coaching journey. Learning outcomes, as an important part of the curriculum, guide teachers and
trainers on the teaching process and inform the learners about what they are expected to know,
understand and are able to do after a given learning activity. The “Ladies First!! Training Curriculum for
coaching and support women in work life balance” is based on EQF framework addressed to coaches/
counsellors and VET for women coaching and support.
For more regarding the Curriculum: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K3WT-nuenLA66K6-PbC77y08SCs2Dif/view and for the topics you can press here: https://ladiesfirst.fvaweb.eu/?page_id=449.
An App Toolkit has also been developed as part of the project to support the trainers using the
Ladies First training curriculum: https://ladiesfirst.fvaweb.eu/?page_id=293.
•

Better Entrepreneurship Policy tool: https://www.betterentrepreneurship.eu/en.

The Better Entrepreneurship Policy Tool, is a tool available online and it addresses policymakers and
other stakeholders at a local, regional and national level who would like to discover how public policy
can assist people (especially underrepresented groups of society such as migrants, women, people with
disabilities, etc.) in business creation and self-employment and how they can support the development
of social enterprises.
What does the tool do?
•
•
•
•

Stimulates thought-provoking reflection on inclusive and social entrepreneurship policies
and programmes.
Promotes learning through international good practices.
Enhances inclusive and social entrepreneurship policy design and implementation.
Targets a wide variety of stakeholders, such as policymakers, business associations and
networks, chambers of commerce, finance providers, research institutions, education and
training providers, and civil society organisations.

Hence, this tool can be used by WECoaches to guide the learners through their entrepreneurial journey.
•

Proposed Approaches to Social Impact Measurement in European Commission Legislation and in
practice relating to EuSEFs and the EaSI (2014):
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=738&langId=en&pubId=7735
Measuring social impact is very important in the social entrepreneurship sector to assess the level to
which an enterprise is meeting its social purpose. In October 2012, a group of experts on measuring
enterprises social impact was created by the GECES (“Groupe d’Experts de la Commission sur
l’Entrepreneuriat Social”) with the aim of offering their advice and suggest a unified methodology
which could be functional among the European social entrepreneurship sector. This tool is essential
to help social fund managers to decide whether a particular social enterprise is worth investing funds
in and whether it has achieved its social objectives both internally and externally. This publication
presents the suggested ways to assess and follow-up on the social impact of social enterprises that
could be useful in the WECoaching journey to assess the learners’ social enterprise’s objectives.

•

Business Plan Writing:
https://www.sba.gov/business-guide/plan-your-business/write-your-business-plan.
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SBA.gov recommends that a business plan include and offers various of templates for the initial enterprise
planning. This guide could be used by WECoaches to help the learners develop their business plan by
following the writing steps of this platform:
•

Executive summary -- a snapshot of your business

•

Company description -- describes what you do

•

Market analysis - research on your industry, market and competitors

•

Organization and management -- your business and management structure

•

Service or product -- the products or services you’re offering

•

Marketing and sales -- how you’ll market your business and your sales strategy

•

Funding request -- how much money you’ll need for next 3 to 5 years

•

Financial projections -- supply information like balance sheets

•

Appendix -- an optional section that includes résumés and permits

CONCLUSION
There is madness to the process of developing an entrepreneurial mind-set, but this process cannot be
pinpointed to the level where if everyone does X action will immediately become an Entrepreneur. It is
instead a multidimensional competence and an ongoing process. The EntreComp framework has made
clear that the entrepreneurship competence is a lifelong process. The above-mentioned presented theories,
skills and models are not absolute and do not offer a standard Entrepreneurship Learning process. Instead,
they are a reference point and provide an initial knowledge on the key aspects of entrepreneurship for
you, the WECoaches, to adapt and use according to the needs and goals of your coaching journey with
the target groups.
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TOPIC 3: HOW DO WE LEARN?

LEARNING STYLE OF ADULTS
Existing literature and practice recognises three distinctive perspectives on learning as a process: the
experiential perspective, the behavioural, and learning through the social perspective. The learning
through the social perspective can be best described as learning from others and imitating their behaviour.
It is a predominant learning process of children and teenagers and is based on intrinsic motivation, or
the internally driven motivation to learn. Contrary to the social perspective, behavioural perspective
emphasises learning through consequences. An excellent example comes from the operant behaviour
which describes one of the most fundamental ways individuals learn. It begins with the recognition of the
connection between behaviour and consequence and learning to “operate” in that environment through
positive (rewards) and negative (punishments) reinforcement (Merizow, 1983).
The overreliance of the first perspective on intrinsic motivation (internally driven motivation) and the second
perspective on extrinsic motivation (external rewards and punishments) are the reasons why we emphasise
the benefits of experiential perspective which creates a balance between the intrinsic and extrinsic
motivators, where the concrete experience are the central focus and incentive for learning. Further, the
same is the most effective learning strategy when applied to business environments, especially when the
learner is in direct contact with the studied realities during the learning process, instead of vaguely reading,
hearing and talking about the reality but never coming in direct touch with it. That is why the method is
often referred to as Learning By Doing.

LEARNING-BY-DOING
“I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand”.
Benjamin Franklin (1706-1774)
Learning scholars emphasize that learners learn 70% from hands-on-experience such as on-the-job-training,
work on projects, assignments. We learn 20% from coaching, mentoring shadowing, networking, and only
10% from formal training in the classroom. These percentages differ in literature; however, in terms of visual
presentation, Dale’s Cone of Experience provided in Appendix 1 provides the best categorization. The
methodology of WECoaches is placed on developing coaching approach which will emphasise learning
by doing through supporting the experience of the woman with the entrepreneurship endeavour. In order
to define the same we need to understand the characteristics and methods of experiential learning and
how the same can be applied during coaching of women entrepreneurs and wanna-be entrepreneurs.

Characteristics of Experiential learning

Experiential learning is a learning process whereas knowledge is acquired through action, experience,
discovery, exploration, and practice. In such, it reflects the phases of Kolb’s experiential learning
cycle: (a) gathering concrete experience of a concept, (b) reflecting on the concept and making
observations, (c) abstractly conceptualizing the concept by drawing on the reflections, and (d) applying
the concept through experience. It is a process which adds to the strength of the competency of
the learners and makes them more confident in their every day decisions (Kogan Page, 2002). “In line
with the Association of Experiential Education4, the characteristics of the experiential learning can be
summarized as follows:
•

4

Experiential learning is a cyclic process involving steps such as setting goals, thinking, planning,
experimenting and making decisions. It happens when carefully selected experiences are
supported by discussion, reflection, and reviewing, critical analysis and synthesis.

Association of Experiential Education (2020). https://www.aee.org/
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•

Experiences are structured and enable the learners to use initiative, make decisions and be
accountable for the results.

•

The learner is actively engaged by posing questions, investigating being curious, taking
responsibility and constructing meaning.

•

Learners are engaged intellectually, socially and emotionally in the learning task. The learning
is authentic to their needs and as such it is more effective.

•

The learning happens in a safe environment when it comes to mistakes, and the learners can
learn from their mistakes in the process.

Methods of Experiential learning

There are many methods used in experiential learning. One of the most significant and most frequently
used are as follows: case studies, role play, simulations, and games. These methods have the highest
impact on the learning outcome of entrepreneurs and managers because they fit their learning style, or
the Accommodator according to Kolb’ learning styles.
The role play is used for changing attitudes and for developing better relationship skills such as empathy,
negotiations, assertiveness. Simulations are designed to replicate real life situations. They are designed to
provide trial and error solutions in a safe environment. Games are an excellent tool for group experiential
learning as they are fun and build confidence; however, it might be difficult to have the same outcome in
individual coaching. The same applies for the case studies, although their efficiency on individual learning
is very high in e-learning context. These methods enable the learner to build confidence, increase skills and
knowledge, and change behaviour.

FOUNDATIONS OF PEER LEARNING AND COACHING
Peer coaching

The experiential learning can be significantly improved through the inclusion of coaching. Coaching is a
learning approach where the coachis guiding and supporting another person in improving its performance,
life, and/or career through new knowledge, skills, and/or behaviours by turning activities into learning
opportunities in a planned, purposeful, and systematic way. Coaching is not the same as mentoring
because it is skills and performance related, rather than development and growth oriented.
There are many types of coaches: life coach, sports coach, business coach and peer coach are only
some of the predominant types. Peer coaches develop their fellow colleagues, friends and acquaintances
through sharing experience and helping each other on specific tasks or problems. WECoaches are
envisioned as Peer Coaches due to the needs of the women entrepreneurs and women wanna-beentrepreneurs for emotional and psychological support that helps individual learning and career success.
The emphasis of peer coaching is placed on a mutually beneficial partnership between two individuals
of similar experience. It helps the cochee develop self-reflection and identify specific areas where she
might need improvement in skills and knowledge. As a coaching process, peer coaching is widely used in
business and in education. As Peer coaches, the focus of WEcoaches are on relationships, life decisions,
and career choices, while they aim at strengthening the skills of women entrepreneurs in the areas of
assertiveness, communication, and increasing their knowledge of the business acumen.

Coaching as a process

It is very important that WECoaches develop a full understanding of the coaching process, as the same
needs to be effective and efficient. The coaching has a beginning and an end. It is important that the time
frame and expectations are set at the beginning of the process. Coaching as a process also depends on
the level of thrust of both parties and can only be successful if both parties are convinced that they can
trust each other and that the coaching will deliver tangible results. WECoaches are advised to consider
specific steps in building the relationship, and setting the frame and scope of coaching so the same can
deliver the expected results.
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The coaching process is more effective when there is a match between the WECoach and coachee,
in terms of learning styles. Personality matching can be achieved through interviews or through the use
of standard psychological testing as is the Myer Briggs-type instrument. The coachee needs should be
matched with the expertise and experience of the WECoach.
The process should begin with a gap analysis which outlines the present skills, knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour of the coachee versus a desired state. It can be done through the use of a SWOT analysis outlined
in Appendix 6. The exercise can help the coach identify sensitive issues such as biases, shortcomings,
defensive behaviours and build the foundation for the changing behaviour required for acquiring new
skills and knowledge. Once the gap analysis is successfully performed and there is an agreed set of goals,
it is important to set a plan of action for the coachee, outlining meetings, assignments, and learning
opportunities (More in chapter 4: Setting an agenda). The WECoach should use an appropriate set of goals
for the coachee in order to stretch and challenge her. In the last session, the coach and the coachee
should engage in critical reflection of the process and determine whether the objectives of the coaching
have been met.

GROW Coaching Model

There are many coaching models that provide a framework for the coaching process. In the case of the
WECoaches the most important models that can be used in strengthening the confidence of women to
become entrepreneurs are the models that diverge from the generic GROW model. This is because the
GROW model is focused on personal change which is deriving from experiential learning in a process that
sees the coachee as functional rather than dysfunctional entity working with the peer coach as equal.[9]
The GROW Model is the most common framework used by coaches in the business environment. GROW is
an acronym that stands for: Goal, Reality (Current Situation), Options, Way Forward. These elements stand
for: (1) Goal: Help the coachee to clearly define goals which are stretching, challenging and inspirational.
Goals should be SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound). (2) Reality: Help the
coachee understand reality, and measure the gap between where they are now and where they want
to be in the future. (3) Options and obstacles: Identify the challenges and obstacles that may prevent
the coachee from achieving goals. Obstacles can take the form of insufficient time, lack of money and
resources, unsuitable environment and inadequate skills. Get the coachee to consider all the possible
options for reaching their goals and overcoming barriers. (4) Way forward: Help the coachee set the action
plan.

The idea is to encourage the coachee to take responsibility and commit to specific actions in order to
move forward toward the agreed goal. The coach wants to maximise the chances for a good outcome.
To do this she needs to examine any potential obstacles, discuss ways of overcoming them, and agree on
the resources and support needed for success. This creates the necessary desire and motivation on the
part of the coachee. Sample questions to lead the GROW coaching process are provided in Appendix 2.
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COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COACH/COACHEE
Building trust and relationship planning

The most significant coaching skills involve communications skills, specifically the listening skills and skills in
providing constructive feedback. They are the ingredients in establishing a good rapport with the coachee,
developing trust and building the relationship.

How to be a good communicator: techniques for successful communication

As a WECoach, communication has to be at the heart of the relationship with the coachee. The following
is not an exhaustive answer to the question “How to be a good communicator?” but few good practices
and activities to give you some keys to better communicate with your coachee.

Best practices about communication skills

The Council of Europe provides techniques for successful facilitation (Council of Europe, 2009) which can
be useful as a WECoach to be a good communicator, for a group or individually :

Good practices

Tips for WECoach

PARAPHRASING
It’s a key listening skill and it allows you and
your coachee to ensure that the message
has been understood or not. Your mentee
will feel also listened.

*You can use your own words to say what you
think your coachee said (and then ask her if
she agree or if she wants to explain again).
*You can reword using these expressions :
“So in your opinion…”
“You mean that…”
“As I understand…”
“In other words…”
“To a certain degree…”

*You can repeat back key words and/or
MIRRORING CAPTURES PEOPLE’S EXACT
phrases. Try to repeat words or phrases that
WORDS
It is a form of paraphrase, in which you can focus on solutions, not problems!
repeat your coachee’s exact words.

OBSERVING WITHOUT ASSESSING/JUDGING
It allows the coachee to feel listened in a
caring atmosphere. If you step out of the
observation and you are assessing/judging,
she is likely to hear criticism which will not
allow an effective communication.

*You can avoid using adverbs such as
“always”, “never”, “every time”, “all the time”
for exaggeration because it may contribute
to confusion between observation and
assessment/judgment.
Example :
- You never answer my calls.
- (assessment/judgment)
- I called you several times and you
didn’t answer.
(observation)
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ENCOURAGING
It’s a way to create a trustful relationship with
the coachee by giving her the opportunity
to participate.

*In a group of coachees, you can use these
expressions :
“Who else has an idea?”
“Is this discussion raising questions for
anyone else?”
“Let’s hear from someone who hasn’t
spoken for a while?”
*Remember that silence does not mean
consent. In a group session, or sometimes
in individual, you can provide welcome
assistance to individuals who do not feel safe
enough to express themselves.

* You have to stay focused on your coachee
USING INTENTIONAL SILENCE
It’s a pause to give your coachee brief “extra and do not say anything during few seconds.
quiet time” to discover what she wants to You have to stay calm and attentive.
say.
*You can use body language to see if the
coachee needs time to clear her thoughts.
You can use body language. Just stay
relaxed and pay attention.

The motivational interviewing approach: techniques of the OARS

Under the Erasmus+ project EURO-IVET, a European partnership developed a guide (2018) of training and
pedagogical tools for vocational education and training trainers. It provides an introduction to motivational
interviewing technique. As a WECoach, it’s interesting to use it if the coachee is losing its motivation to
change.
The motivational interviewing was founded by Drs. William R. Miller & Stephen Rollnick in 1991. It’s defined as
“a directive, client-centred counselling style for eliciting behaviour change by helping clients to explore and
resolve ambivalence.” “Compared with non directive counselling, it is more focused and goal-directed.
The examination and resolution of ambivalence is its central purpose, and the counsellor is intentionally
directive in pursuing this goal.” (Miller & Rollnick, 2009).
Motivational interviewing evolved from the addiction field and it now applies to many different areas as
mental health, primary health care - including diabetes, weight change, nutrition, medication adherence,
gambling, smoking, etc.
The traditional approach is based on the idea that change is motivated by discomfort, that people have
to “hit bottom” and suffer enough to be ready for change. By contrast, the motivational interviewing
approach is about:
•
•
•

Motivate people by an accepting, empowering, and safe atmosphere and collaboratively working
towards change;
Respect for people autonomy – supporting and affirming their choices and decisions;
Work to evoke the ideas, opinions, reasons to change and client confidence that change is possible.

Open minded questions, affirmation, reflective listening, and summary reflections (OARS) are the interaction
techniques and skills that are used in the motivational interviewing approach (Appendix 3).

The importance of taking a global view of the coachee’s situation

A French qualitative study conducted among women entrepreneurs (in Nancy area) entitled “Barriers
and Obstacles to Women’s Entrepreneurship” (Badia, Brunet & Kertudo, 2013) shows that people who
support women entrepreneurs cannot focus only on their business creation projects. They have to take
into account the overall situation of the women. As WeCan project, the study begins with the observation
that women’s entrepreneurship is specific because it faces challenges related to the close interconnection
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of the professional and family spheres. Indeed, as a coach, it is crucial to understand the elements that
constitute the coachee’s desire to create a business. The study underlines that it is necessary to take into
account: the previous professional career, the motivations, but also and above all the social context and
the family and personal resources available to women.
As a WECoach, you can imagine all sorts of different activities to get to know your mentees better. Three
activities have been selected in order to give you examples :
• Appendix 4: Introduce oneself through a blazon
• Appendix 5: 10 experiences to live
• Appendix 6: SWOT

BUILDING CONFIDENCE
Body postures and comfort zones

A study entitled “Is a lack of self-confidence hindering women entrepreneurs?”(Kirkwood, 2009) through
interviews of 50 entrepreneurs (25 women and 25 men) in New Zealand showed that women entrepreneurs
face a lack of confidence in their entrepreneurial skills, compared to men. European Parliament published
a study in (Directorate general for internal policies, 2015) to explore differences between men and women
entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs and to analyze the barriers and discriminatory effects that hinder
women’s entrepreneurship. It points out that lack of confidence is one of the factors behind the perceived
difficulties in access to finance for women entrepreneurs and that “women entrepreneurs are more likely
to perceive their business to be less creditworthy” (Watson and Robinson, 2003; Roper and Scott, 2009).
Helping the coachees building confidence is one of the challenge you will face on as a WECoach. Amy
Cuddy, a social psychologist argues that standing in a posture of confidence, even when you don’t feel
confident, can boost feelings of confidence. She believes that bodies change our minds and underlines
the impact of body language in a brief demonstration.
See the video of Amy Cuddy’s Ted Talk: Amy Cuddy - Your body language may shape who you are
When Amy Cuddy invites Ted Talk audience to stand a new posture during 2 minutes, she asks people to
leave their comfort zone. A French coach (Jérôme Frugère, 2019) who supports entrepreneurs, provides a
scheme (Appendix 7) to explain why it is not easy to step out of one’s comfort zone. Before reaching our
growth zone, we go through a fear zone and a learning zone that can be uncomfortable but nevertheless
it’s essential to leave the comfort zone.
The activity “Head, Hands and Heart” is originally designed for a group but you can experiment for yourself
by making your own map : what you can bring as a WECoach. It focuses on empowerment.The approach
is based on mapping the resources that a group has and focuses on all possibilities of a group. It helps
individuals / group to focus on their strengths and skills. Here, we invite you to reflect on these three points:
•
•
•

HEAD : ideas, knowledge, understanding
HANDS : skills and ability to do things
HEART : feelings, attitudes and behaviour.

The value of failure

There are many benefits of failure and it is a central aspect in the coaching of your coachee. Indeed, it
is possible that your coachee may fail several times, but it is important that she maintains confidence in
herself and her projects. Many sociologists, researchers and psychologists have studied the matter. We
invite you to watch 2 videos of women who took part in TEd Talk (short and powerful talks devoted to
spreading ideas) :
“On Being Wrong”: Most of the time, we do everything we can to avoid making a mistake, but they
definitely happen. Kathryn Schulz, a “Wrongologist” explains in her speech how to accept to be wrong.
She argues that our capacity to fail is fundamental to who we are.
To find out, click here: kathryn schulz: on being wrong
“A simple trick to improve positive thinking”: Valuing failure and improving positive thinking go hand-inhand. In this talk, social psychologist Alison Ledgerwood suggests reframing the way we communicate to
unlock a more positive perspective. She gives a wide range of examples of experiences she has conducted
to demonstrate our perception of success and failure.
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To find out, click here: alison ledgerwood: a simple trick to improve positive thinking
As a WECoach, your role when dealing with the topic of failure is to have your coachee understand that
failure is “just” something pointing out that you are going into the wrong direction. The door you chose is
closing, meaning that you did not analyse enough all the parameters because you thought you could go
that way, but it is actually closed, so have your coachee understand the importance of re-analysing, rethinking, re-putting the project into the big picture and re-visualising other doors that are still open. Failing
is the opportunity to work on each one’s self esteem, identity, choices, values, indicators/criteria. Advising
your coachee to do a whole scan of herself will help her find the right way and will help her find herself (or
better know herself) as the worst scenario is not to fail or lose but to lose oneself.

Step by step: the planification of the objectives

Planning goals is essential for building confidence. Planning is too often not well done because one tends to
always under-estimate this phase of planning as one is always in a urge of creating and developing: we set
ourselves high objectives and indicators that we do not achieve. This is often the main reason that explains
disappointment, failure and giving up / quitting. Whereas we should simply divide up the phases and set
short and medium-term objectives. There are many tools that can help facilitate this planning. By acquiring
these basic tools, you will have the opportunity to transfer them to your coachee, while accompanying her
in their use. Here are a few of them:
ANALYSIS OF STAKEHOLDERS
In order to develop activities adapted to your coachees, it is necessary to identify the stakeholders
expectations, needs and concerns. This includes any person or organization that has a connection to the
project. They can either be directly impacted or influence some issues.
PROBLEM TREE: Identification of issues (branches) and their causes (roots).
The problem tree is used to identify the difficult aspects of a situation and to determine the causes and
consequences of these identified problems.
The problem tree should be participative, so you can decide to develop it with your coachee (you can
use a wall, whiteboard or flipchart and post-it notes as a starting resource to write the problems, causes
and consequences).
The 4 steps to create your problem tree:
1. Define the framework of the existing situation and define the subject of the analysis.
2. Identify the main problems faced by stakeholders (see above : Analysis of stakeholders) and choose
central and starting problem(s).
3. Find the causes of these problems and identify the resulting consequences.
4. Organize your problem tree by linking problems in small groups and connecting them with causeand-effect arrows showing key links (reversing positions if necessary).
OBJECTIVES TREE: Turn the problems identified in the problem tree into objectives to be achieved.
Logical development of the problem tree, the objective tree helps you to consider various perspectives
and to find different solutions that you could take to solve your problem.
The general objective is divided into sub-objectives several times until an operational level is reached.
These objectives can be both quantitative and qualitative. Going down the tree, the sub-objectives show
how the higher objective will be achieved. By navigating in the opposite direction - up the tree - it is easy
to understand the purpose of each sub-objective.
The 5 steps to create your objective tree:
1. Involve all persons who have an interest in this project.
2. List the objectives of the project and define the main objective.
3. Decline the sub-objectives by asking the question: how can this main objective be achieved?
4. Develop the other level(s): for all sub-objectives, ask yourself the question: how do we achieve this
sub-objective?
5. To finalize the obtained tree, you can make a mind map for instance or use a paper board.
It is important to carefully consider priorities, balance the realism of some objectives, and find additional
resources that may be useful in achieving the goals.
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LOGIC FRAMEWORK
The logical framework is a tool for project design and management which provides a monitoring and
evaluation system. It initiates a process that leaves a written, explicit and measurable record of what is
expected to happen if it is successful. It is a dynamic document that is updated at each stage of the
project’s life and reflects its evolution.
The logical framework is used to determine :
• The purpose of the project and the expected results
• The activities carried out to achieve these results
• The risks that could affect the achievement of the objectives and what measures to be adopted
in order to avoid them
• How to assess the progress of activities and the achievement of objectives
• The necessary resources
Objectives are broken down into activities that need to be detailed to define what needs to be done (tasks)
by whom it needs to be done (resources) and how the results (expected results) need to be delivered.
The logical framework also includes how to validate and evaluate the results (indicators), datas to check
the evaluation (checking sources) and the budget (costs).
GANTT CHART
The gantt chart is a visual tool that shows month by month or week by week what is going on and helps to
set achievable goals and indicators by week or by month : it’s a project timeline from start to end.
In order to develop the Gantt chart, you need to create the list of tasks to be done and estimate their
duration. It’s important to regularly check the chart in order to update it and monitor the project’s progress.
•

To know more about all these tools and download templates, you can consult the following toolbox:
https://pmdprostarter.org/
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NON-FORMAL AND UNCONVENTIONAL LEARNING
“Education is what survives when what has been learned has been forgotten”.
B.F. Skinner

The attributes of non-formal learning

The Council of Europe has set up the first symposium on non-formal education in 2000. The professionals
who attended this event concluded a universally definition of non-formal education was neither possible
nor desirable in a world that values respect for the diversity of learning practices. The evaluation report
provided common elements and essential characteristics among the various forms of creative, experiential
and participatory learning. Even if these characteristics were identified in the youth sector, they may be
applied to many other sectors:
Key characteristics of non-formal learning
Coexistence and balanced interaction between the cognitive, affective and practical
dimensions of learning
Linking individual and social learning, teaching/learning relationships oriented to partnership,
solidarity and symmetry
Participatory and learner-centred learning
Real-life concerns, experiential and learning-by-doing oriented teaching, promoting
intercultural exchange and encounters as learning tools
Voluntary and (preferably) free access
Priority to the transmission and practice of the values and skills inherent in democratic life
Reference: Council of Europe Symposium on Non-Formal Education: Report (2001)5

They also identified 4 main methods of non-formal education:
Education/training and non formal learning methods

Reference: Council of Europe Symposium on Non-Formal Education: Report (2001)6

A holistic approach

Non-formal education follows a holistic approach. The figure below shows that in non-formal learning, a
balance is needed between body, mind and feelings.
Non-formal learning combines learning at the individual and group levels. Participants support and inspire
each other in their learning process through group dynamics: cooperation instead of competition.
Non-formal learning focuses on the input of participants in the learning process, but does not exclude
theory and expert input. It is important to leave space for participants’ own exploration to find commonly
accepted definitions. For example, there are many definitions of entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, your
mentees will better internalize the concepts if they define them for themselves first, as concepts applicable
5
6

h ttps://rm.coe.int/2012-compendium-non-formal-education/168077c10b, p.6
Ibid
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to their own environment and the real situations they face. This allows participants to make direct
connections through learning that is closer to the reality and real life of the participants.

Understanding formal, informal and non-formal learning
In formal learning, the knowledge and skills acquired are measured by some form of assessment - it can
be a test, an exam or a series of practical tasks. For example, structured programmes of study which
deliver an explicit curriculum are part of formal learning.
Informal learning is a daily life activity which happens in the sphere of work, family life or leisure. This learning
doesn’t have a fixed content, a learning time, an objective or documents of supports. The learner is not
intentionally involved in the learning process.
Non-formal learning is not provided by an official center but it structured in learning objectives, time,
outcomes and documents of support. The learner is fully aware that a learning process is currently taking
place. Unexpected benefits, skills and knowledge that learners may acquire (such as empowerment for
example) are indicators of non-formal learning.
Activity: Recognizing non-formal learning
Which of the following examples are formal, informal or non-formal learning?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Studying a course in communication strategy.
Participate in an event on entrepreneurship in your city
Taking care of an elderly relative
Joining a gym class
Studying driving test theory element
Joining a book club
Fixing a puncture on a bicycle
Updating your Linkedin page
Attending a finances workshop with your WECoach
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10. Taking a night class of body posture in order to get ready for a talk
11. Joining an official advanced Excel class to update your level and use of the tool
Answers :
1. This type of learning usually results in a FORMAL qualification
2. A self-directed activity where knowledge is acquired INFORMALLY
3. A self-directed activity where skills are acquired INFORMALLY
4. The enjoyment and appreciation of a healthy lifestyle is NON-FORMAL learning
5. A self-managed activity with a FORMAL assessment at the end of the process.
6. A structured learning situation where progress is assessed NON-FORMALLY
7. The INFORMAL development of a skill, maybe learnt from a booklet or ‘teacher’.
8. An opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge INFORMALLY.
9. An organized session after the mentee has expressed the need to be empowered, NON FORMAL
learning
10. The empowerment that the learners will acquire is proof on NON-FORMAL learning
11. The class will be delivered according to a specific curriculum in a FORMAL way that can lead to
a certification

CONCLUSION
Therefore, the challenge for you as a WECoach, will be to accompany the coachees through a safe
“learning-by-doing” environment, and make sure they find the answers to their questions themselves. Your
coaching will be a process to guide and support the women entrepreneurs and wanna-be entrepreneurs in
the success of their projects. It’s important to remember to adapt your framework to their various situations,
while building good relationship with your coachees and boosting their feeling of confidence. You will be
able to rely on the non-exhaustive list of learning tools suggested in order to plan realistic objectives and
organizing your tailored coaching.
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TOPIC 4: HOW TO DESIGN THE COACHING SESSION?

INTRODUCTION
The fourth topic is addressed at WECoaches and aims at helping them understand what type of support
the coachees need at each stage of the coaching relationship. According to the literature analysed
during the preparation of this methodology, there are three main stages in a coaching relationship (Kram,
1983; B. R. Ragins & Kram, 2007):

Some scholars also consider the so-called redefinition stage, which only occurs when the coach and the
coachees decide to continue the relationship after having achieved the predefined goals.
The aforementioned stages correspond to:
a. The design of the mentoring sessions,
b. The implementation of the coaching sessions, and
c. The evaluation of the sessions.

INITIATION: HOW TO DESIGN THE COACHING SESSIONS
Coaching is a complete entrepreneurial support practice that contains advice, training and learning
(Wu, 2016; Devine et al., 2013). There is no universal definition of coaching, however, most commonly, it is
defined as “a managerial, cognitive and informational process combining knowledge, methods and ways
offered to an individual or a group in order to detect opportunities and to assure their continuity and their
efficiency” (Peterson and Hicks; 2006, p. 14).
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Audet and Cauteret (2013, p. 2) define coaching as “an individual support that targets entrepreneur of
new start-up or a growth company aiming to meet a particular need of acquisition, development and
skill’s improvement”. This great variety of definitions testifies how coaching is a multidimensional concept.
There are in fact many types of coaching: psychological, professional, supportive and emotional coach.
During the research conducted for the development of this methodological guidelines, it was detected
that coaching is usually intended as a formal or an informal process:
1. formal coaching desires the presence of protocols, structure and plan: professional coaching is
required in a formal relationship.
2. informal coaching requires especially the acceptance between actors: emotional and
psychological coaching is required in an informal relationship.
The type of entrepreneurial coaching proposed by the WECAN project is an informal one, as previously
illustrated, but it includes some aspect most commonly associated to the more formal kind of entrepreneurial
coaching.
The initial task of a WECoach is to shape the relationship with the coachee. An important aspect of the
WECAN coaching relationship is that the relationship has a dyadic structure made of female coaches and
coachees. This kind of bond increases the level and frequency of interactions among the parts, which is an
important feature of a high-quality relationship.

Getting ready for the journey

Before kicking off the journey, WECoaches need to prepare themselves. A starting point is for them to be
familiar with:
•
•
•
•
•

adult learning techniques,
how to handle specific types of questions;
how to determine competency gaps,
accelerate knowledge transfer,
address problems in coaching relationships.

By possessing these abilities (most of them have been addressed in the first chapters), WECoaches will be
able to design a successful coaching by establishing outcomes, an agenda and the roles of the involved
participants but also by determining internal processes and customizing the communication among the
two parts.
It is important to underline that technical and professional skills are not all that matters to be a WECoach,
in fact the coaches will chose a coach who has the personal traits and the communication style which
inspires more trust. As stated in the previous chapters, the WECoaches need to bear in mind that more
experienced does not automatically translate into good coach.

The engagement stage

The initiation stage is the engagement phase in which the coach and the coachee establish and forge
the relationship.
In this initial phase the coachee may be wondering what to expect from the coach and both parts will
have to be open to know each other and learn how to know each other. The engagement is particularly
delicate since it represents the moment in which both the persons involved need to explore themselves
and the current challenge they are to undertake. It is a discovery moment surrounded by uncertainty and
the fear of embarking on a risky journey. Coaching is about a dual interpersonal relationship in which two
unknown individuals learn to know each other by deeply listening to each other and by becoming more
aware of their wishes and goals.
In this phase they both discuss about their goals, values and expectations. A coaching journey is first and
foremost a “communication relationship”. For this reason, the WECoach and the coachee need to define
their roles from the very beginning to clarify and establish the objectives of the relationship. The successful
outcome of the coaching journey can only be guaranteed if there is an easy and smooth communication
among the parts (See chapter 3).
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In order to clearly define the roles in the coaching relationship, it is important to understand that the women
who will start the coaching journey will do so voluntarily, moved by an inner motivation and necessity. Thus,
the WECAN coaching methodology is an informal relationship based on trust among the parts. Openness
and honesty are fundamental to establish a trustful bond (Peterson, 2006; Peterson & Hicks, 1996). If the
WECoaches’ role will be to support the coachee in finding their own solution to solve the entrepreneurial
questions or overcome obstacles, the coachee needs to place confidence in the coach and let her guide
her in this process. The WECoaches do not only offer advice and opinion but also prepare and help the
coachee for the entrepreneurial world.
A coaching journey is especially useful when an individual recognizes that she needs to develop
professionally and personally and thus needs to reach personal and work-related goals. In the case of
the WECAN project, the WECoach will support the coachee encouraging her to overcome a standstill or
an obstacle to achieve her entrepreneurial goal and will help the coachee figure out the individual path
that will lead her towards the entrepreneurial objective. The WECoach will motivate and encourage the
coachee in removing all those attitudes, assumptions and prejudices that impede her entrepreneurial
development.

The relationship coach-coachee is a peer partnership between two women who are willing to start a journey
together. Although the seniority level will be different – in fact, the WECoach will have more entrepreneurial
experience if compared to the coachee, the relationship will be among peers. In the WECAN project
context, peer learning is an informal way of learning, controlled by the involved individuals.
The coach-coachee relationship is an ongoing evolution, in fact the coaching journey changes with the
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passing of the time. The women involved in the relationship will soon create a deeper bond that can last
for a long time and can become friendship.

Setting an agenda

When initiating the relationship, the coach and the coachee will schedule an agenda that can suit them
both. They can opt for a more informal and open timetable with meetings that can take place as and
when the coachee needs some guidance or they can choose a more structured plan and schedule the
meetings on a regular basis. But it is important to set a clear agenda since a successful coaching process
involves planning and detailed design of the steps to be taken.
The agenda needs to be set by the coachee with the coach and has to be suitable to the goals they
will set and to be adapted to the specific entrepreneurial skills development of the coachee. Thus, it is
necessary that the planned agenda focuses on the specific goal of the coaching journey.
When planning the agenda, both the coachee’s professional development and the personal sphere need
to be taken into consideration. The two spheres are usually interconnected and separating them can be
particularly difficult, especially when undergoing a coaching journey. The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
2017/2018 states that among entrepreneurs, women are one-third more likely to be necessity-motivated
when starting up a business. In the innovation-driven economies this tendency is even higher, women are
even less likely to participate in entrepreneurship compared to men but when they do, they are a slightly
higher likelihood of being necessity-motivated rather then opportunity-related. This means that among
those women who participate in entrepreneurial activities many of them do so out of necessity or as a last
resort. Thus, combining the development of entrepreneurial-related competences with skills linked to the
personal areas, such as self-awareness, behavioural attitudes and time management, is the most feasible
way forward for women at the early stage of their entrepreneurial career.
The WECoach journey does not focus on a specific length of time, it rather concentrates on a broader
view of the coachee professional and personal growth. The coaching relationship that the WECAN project
aims at is not time-bound – it actually centres its attention on the professional/personal development of
the coachee.
The setting of the agenda is a crucial moment for the relationship. The agenda represents the base for a
solid start: the coach and the coachee will share personal values, visions and purpose while committing
themselves to a set of encounters which will help the coachee progressing towards her goals. A coaching
journey needs to contemplate an action plan in order to determine goals and evaluate what’s working
and what doesn’t along the path. The aim of the agenda is to facilitate the setting of goals and the
identification of the actions an individual needs to take next. A predefined agenda confers accountability
and frame the relationship in a well-defined setting: in this way both the coach and the coachee feel
secure and engaged in a shared programme.

Setting goals

Setting goals is actually a crucial task in a coaching process since it is the only way to guarantee a successful
assessment of the coaching learning outcomes. The most relevant literature regarding coaching strongly
suggests to set objectives and reach a shared understanding of what needs to be addressed (See Setting
an agenda) in coaching relationships. If the relationship is goal specific, action and performance oriented
and objective, the coaching process can be measured and evaluated without major problems (Carter,
2006)
WECoaches need to bear in mind that goals and objectives can change during the coaching journey,
but it is still very important to consider them and agree on a shared understanding during the initiation
stage. When setting the goals, WECoaches will then need to define the success criteria linked to the final
evaluation (See Separation stage).
Setting goals in coaching is important for the coachee in order for her to have an idea of what she wants
to achieve or do. Coaching relationships need to be goal oriented because without having a compelling
need to achieve something, the coachee can easily find an excuse for not achieving her goal. Each person
finds motivations in different ways and the coach needs to help the coachee find motivational strategies.
So each coachee has to clearly state what she wants and how she will achieve it; it is the coach’s role to
help her identify the motivations behind her goals and to work towards their achievement (Brause, 2004).
WECoaches need to remember to help the coachee to enjoy the journey and to focus on the process
too, not just on the goals. In this sense, the GROW model explored in the previous Chapter, can help the
WECoach on how to review the whole coaching process with the coachee.
Neuro Linguistics Programming suggests to use the well-formed outcome which means to see the goals
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in a broader context. This means that the goals need to be stated positively and realistically and that the
process towards their achievement needs to be pictured in a feasible way as well.
When setting the goals, it is also useful to take into consideration what are the losses and gains depending on
their achievement. The coachee should also estimate the resources she needs to invest (physical, financial
or emotional) and which are the consequences for the persons who surround her. The next question to
pose to the coachee is: What is the first step you will take? (Brause, 2004)
It is recommended for WECoaches to document the achieved goals together with the coachee in order
to keep track of the accomplished results and understand whether adjustments are needed when no
progress is registered. Goal setting is also a dangerous task because focussing too much on goals can lead
to dissatisfaction if the coachees don’t achieve them.
It is the role of the WECoach to detect what kind of approach the coachee is taking to achieve her goals
– a coachee could be only goal oriented and underestimate the importance of the process and the little
achievements she reaches or she could rush towards her goal, without taking the right time to understand
the achievements and actually adopt them. WECoaches should support and encourage the coachee in
keeping her goals in mind, but the role of the WECoaches is also to help them set milestones along the way.
So, what does a WECoach need to do to help her coachee set a goal?
1. Understand the approach adopted by the coachee to achieve her goals – the major outcome of
the coaching process;
2. Help her set the milestones that will help her achieve the ultimate objectives of the journey;
3. Let her see the right approach to the tasks she needs to undertake to reach each milestones – the
process;
4. Support her document the attainments and to set dates and revise regularly her timetable;
5. Keep track of her attained goals to give continuity to the sessions and to set/adjust the way forward;
6. Create rewards when milestones have been accomplished;
7. Make her visualise how achieving the end goal feels and tastes to give her the sensory glory needed
to motivate her.
The process that a coachee uses is her process and works for her. Her process will keep her motivated
and there is no standard process or task valid for all coachees. Setting goals is not a standalone task but is
part of a more complex process and without the entire process, the chances to accomplish the goal are
reduced.

Kicking off the coaching journey

After having established the coaching relationship, the parties involved will have a clear view of the
expectations and the schedule of activities. Starting the relationship means defining the goals and the
success criteria the coachee wants to develop during the journey. This first stage will help ensure mutual
understanding between the involved individuals.
In order to kick off the coaching process and proceed to the next phases, the WECoaches need to have
clear in mind which are the most relevant aspects to be considered and checked to ensure the success
of the coaching journey. Preparing a checklist of tasks and aspects to be considered is always a good
exercise that helps visualising and prioritising:

Areas to consider

YES/NO

Is the coachee comfortable?
Do you agree on the level of participation needed to fulfil
the goals of the coachee?
Are there any concerns that disturb the coaching
experience of the coachee?
Does the coachee share the same understanding of the
coaching process?
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Do I have clear in mind which are the expectations of the
coachee?
Do I fully understand the coachee’s needs and expectations?
Do the expectations of the coachee match with what I am
able to offer?
Do we agree on the number, frequency and duration of
sessions?
Do we agree on venue(s) for coaching and method of
communication between sessions?
Do we agree on how to recognise and communicate
with one another should one or other party feel that the
coaching relationship is not working at the optimum? Do we
agree on how to resolve these issues?
Are the goals and success criteria well defined?
Do you agree on how to terminate the relationship?

This table is a non-exhaustive list of questions that can accompany the WECoaches during the coaching
journey.
When starting the journey, it is important that WECoaches are prepared for the journey. Coaches need to
possess a wide range of skills and attitudes in order to help coachee in successfully reaching their goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The coach needs to know how to listed with an open mind and how to suspend judgements,
She needs to be able to see issues from a different perspective from the coachee,
She has to identify those behaviours that obstruct the path of the coachee towards a successful
implementation of the coaching journey,
She will need to be able to recognise the individual strengths and areas of weakness of the
coachees,
Provide constructive feedbacks,
Another important aspect is the ability to clarify so both parties have a shared understanding and
can together overcome obstacles,
Last, but not least, the coach needs to be able to help the coachee evaluate the undertaken
journey and recognise what could have been done differently.

CULTIVATION: THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COACHING SESSIONS
The second phase is the so-called cultivation phase. This part of the coaching journey is the actual
implementation of the agenda planned in the initiation stage.
There are 3 stages in cultivation: Motivation, Readiness and the Coaching Relationship.
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Cultivating motivation

Motivation is related to a person’s willingness and desire to do something. Though we often use the
terms “motivation” and “inspiration” synonymously, motivation is not just about being a cheerleader,
but also about understanding people and what makes them tick. Effective motivation strategies involve
understanding and appealing to a person’s drivers. Leading motivation expert Dan Pink suggests that
there are three main drivers that motivate people at work: Purpose, Autonomy, and Mastery. Purpose
is about contributing to a greater cause, autonomy has to do with independently creating results, and
mastery involves becoming an expert. Discovering and appealing to these drivers can be a powerful way
to prepare someone for an effective coaching engagement.

Cultivating readiness

Setting the stage for an effective coaching engagement also requires creating space and providing
tools that will foster a coachee’s ability to develop. Highly-motivated entrepreneurs may fail in coaching
relationships because they lack the capacity to (1) self-reflect on their development, (2) practice tools
or techniques that they are being coached to use, or (3) build the feedback networks, mentors, and
alliances they need in order to bring about lasting behavioural change. WECAN project aims at creating
an environment for WEcoachees that sets them up for success by making them ready to develop and
apply what they learn.

Cultivating the coaching relationship

Once motivation and readiness have reached a good place, the best way to drive effectiveness in
coaching is to cultivate the relationship between the WEcoach and coachee. There are three stages to
this relationship that deserve an intentional focus by those who are overseeing leadership development
efforts.
Before the relationship begins, careful attention ought to be given to pairing coachees with WECoaches
that can meaningfully impact them. Common ground, previous experiences, social styles, and learning
styles are just a few of the factors that ought to be taken into account when these pairings are made.
During the coaching relationship, both parties need to create an atmosphere that encourages
accountability as well as candour around the obstacles and challenges that are holding a coachee back
from reaching her full potential. Establishing ground rules, assuring confidentiality, and being open with
each other about challenges are just a few examples of ways this can be done. This requires a significant
investment of time and preparation on behalf of both parties.
Finally, effective coaches put mechanisms in place to ensure that learning and development continue
to happen long beyond the formal coaching engagement. Books, action plans and a variety of other
resources exist to give real staying power to the progress that begins in a coaching relationship.
At the root of cultivation is preparation, creating a set of circumstances that enable the various tools and
techniques of coaching to lead to genuine growth. Addressing motivation, readiness, and the coaching
relationship are key elements to get the best impact possible from the coaching experience.
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Cultivation resources

For WECoaches, the cultivation phase means tailoring opportunities to your coachee that foster their growth
and then providing the encouragement and agree upon resources that empower them to succeed and
become more independent.
WECoaches have specific responsibilities in this phase:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advise on what you know, admit what you don’t and refer to others;
Provide relevant examples and resources;
Recognize your coachee’s strengths and areas of growth;
Give constructive feedback;
Foster your coachee’s Independence;
Respond to the changing needs of your coachee;
Don’t shy away from difficult conversations;
Celebrate successes;
Revisit coaching plans and expectations;
Periodically evaluate progress and assess relationship.

Once the responsibilities are set it is important for WECoaches to identify the skills needed for proceeding
with the coaching relationship. For the aim of the WECAN project, WECoaches will use a basic set of skills
in order to improve their expertise:
- Skill I - Building confidence
A confidential rapport means the WECoach and the coachee feel connected by a trustworthy bond. If
WECoaches have good relation with the coachees, they will normally feel more comfortable and relaxed
in their company. After the trust has been established between the parts, WECoach and coachees can
stipulate a verbal contract for their relationship built upon shared understanding, hope and goals. Once a
certain amount of time has passed, they can assess their progress, success and failures and reaffirm and
redesign their goals. It is important to underline that the goals must be those of the coachee and that the
WECoach needs to guide and support her during the coaching journey.
- Skill II - Active listening
Quite often, with the passing of the time, the relationship changes into a friendlier one. It is the WECoach
responsibility to maintain an effective communication especially because sometimes the coachee
is younger and there may be differences in culture, ethnicity and gender; in this case the coach must
understand and accept the values and culture of the coachee and thus be ready to interpret them.
The primary aim of the WECoach is to understand what the coachee is saying. By a process of listening,
questioning or clarifying, WECoach should aim to:
•

•

•
•

Make themselves understood: coaches are the instrument through which coaching happens.
The clearer they are about the agenda and able to separate their thoughts, feelings, and
wants from those of the coachee, the greater the potential for intentional partnership and
mutual benefit.
Be curious about the other person’s story: listening in order to learn something new (rather than
to confirm what you already know) is essential to good coaching. When you get curious about
the other person’s story, you open up the possibility of greater connection and value for both
parties.
Be passionate about their potential: great mentoring means understanding what makes the
other person tick, what has brought them to this moment in their career, and where they would
like to go next.
Share their own experience: one of the pleasures of mentoring is the chance to share one’s
own hard-earned experience so that it might be helpful to others coming along a similar path.

- Skill III - Managing Challenges
Whenever people work together, there are bound to be times when the relationships are challenged.
Disagreements occur even in the best working relationships. In healthy situations, the issues are discussed
objectively. Each individual is empowered to state her position and feel confident that the other is genuinely
listening and wanting to understand. Possible solutions are explored with open minds, and the potential
effects of the solutions are considered and weighed. It might sound an easy process, but it is actually
incredibly difficult to implement. People don’t actually see themselves as being wrong and when they
do realise they were mistaken, embarrassment and sense of failure freeze the relationship and their selfesteem (See Chapter 3, section 5.2 The value of failure).
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- Skill IV - Giving supportive feedback
Effective feedback can accelerate a coachee’s learning process and inspire and motivate her to feel
valued and appreciated. So, it’s important that a WECoach learns to deliver feedbacks:
•
•
•

Given with a positive attitude;
Based on facts;
Constructive and beneficial.

The term ‘feedback’ means literally to feed information back to someone. This information relates to
the person receiving the feedback and provides data from which they can assess their performance
or experiences. It can range from a general comment such as ‘That was great/lousy’ to more specific
assessments of performance such as ‘You’ve got your hand an inch too high’.

These skills are core to coaching and must be constantly trained in order to keep them fresh and available.
The majority of these skills are useful in many other everyday situations and WECoaches will have developed
them in other circumstances. By exploring and practising these skill, the coaching process flow naturally
and easily.

Setting up the sessions

To have a successful session, WECoach need to prepare ahead of time every encounter, thinking about
what they want to reach and prepare a plan or timetable. Sending out a pre-meeting note to remind
the coachee what has been achieved during the last discussion and what the agenda for the session is,
is definitely a good practice which helps both the WECoach and the coachee staying on track. Before
starting the coaching session, the coach and the coachee should have a clear idea of what’s next.
A suitable frequency could be to schedule and keep at least one meeting each month for the first six
months. After six months meetings should become less regimented and should occur as needed. If meetings
are more frequent, the WECoach is likely to become too hands on, or feel imposed upon. Common sense
need to be used when setting up the agenda during the initiation stage, in this way a balance schedule
that suits both parties can be found. Both parties need to be prepared to review that agreement if there is
a radical change of circumstances.
Most meetings last about two hours. The session can take many different forms. The parties can choose
to agree about a fixed agenda or be more free-flowing. It may be easier to set monthly meetings for
the same time each month to ease the scheduling. And remember to never leave a meeting without
confirming the next one.
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It is important to remind that there is no one specific agenda or schedule that fits all relationships. Each
coaching process is unique and built on two different individuals who need to encounter their common
framework and agreement.
Every session should start with a discussion of what has been achieved since the last meeting, and what
challenges the coachee has faced. This is important for three reasons:
•
•
•

It sets the context for what will be discussed during the meeting and gives WECoach enough
information to be able to help the coachee.
It shows that concrete results have been achieved thanks to the encounters and that the coachee
takes the sessions advice seriously.
It keeps the coachee accountable, increasing the likelihood that she will take action on what
discussed before the next meeting.

The main parts of the sessions will be dedicated to a review of the goals and action plans that previously
agreed on. This will serve as a means to talk about the current status, to identify new solutions and updating
the goals as necessary. It’s important to follow the agenda to make sure that things stay on track and that
all the important topics are addressed. It may sound rigid, but it makes sense for both the coach and the
coachee to make the best use of their time together. And they’ll find that there’s still plenty of room for
more free-flowing discussions as they are reviewing each item.
The questions asked to the coachee should be centred on the goals previously agreed and include the
most relevant topics that are useful for their achievements. Some illustrative questions to ask are listed
below. These questions provide a good starting point for the conversations:
•

•

•

Professional Development
o What successes do you feel you have achieved in your job? Why were they a success?
o What important issues have you been addressing?
o In what ways do you feel you motivate others in a team?
o Do you have a strategy for influencing others?
o Have you had a recent work-related circumstance that required you to manage conflict?
How did you handle it?
o Which relationships are particularly difficult for you at work?
o Where and how could you improve the effectiveness of your team?
o What tough decisions have you had to make in your job?
o What decisions are easiest for you to make and which ones are the most difficult? Why?
o In what ways have you solicited feedback about your performance?
Career Guidance
o What prompted you to take this journey?
o What areas of your entrepreneurial career would you like to develop?
o What do you see as the next logical step for your career? What doubts do you have that
you may be able to reach the next step?
o What is your long term vision for your entrepreneurial career?
o What are your educational goals?
Personal Development
o What are your current strengths and developmental areas?
o What steps would you like to take to improve in these areas?
o What individuals/books/events have most impacted who you are?
o Do you feel that your work life balance is effective?
o What are you passionate about?

While discussing the achieved goals, a good habit should be to agree on some action steps, and at the
end of the meeting trying to confirm those and put timelines on them.
In the final few minutes of each session, both parties should informally give each other a feedback on
how the meeting went. This helps to build the relationship and to address any issues immediately. Also
addressing what could be done differently in the future to improve the effectiveness of the sessions and
strengthen the relationship is a good stratagem.
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SEPARATION: HOW TO EVALUATE THE COACHING JOURNEY
At all phases of the coaching relationship, both the WECoach and the coachee should feel motivated and
confident that each is contributing toward shared goals. It’s common, once the coaching relationship has
served its purpose and the long-term goals have been achieved, that the relationship comes to an end.
The relationship may also end for other reasons, such as: the relationship has achieved its objective, you feel
that your mentee is confident and ready to move on, you have tried but the mentee is not responding, the
programme is coming to a close, the relationship isn’t working successfully and both parties wish to move
on. But both the WECoach and coachee have the responsibility to make the relationship end happily. The
coachee may feel abandoned, deceived or unprepared in case of premature separation. WECoaches
may feel used or deceived if the coachees do not consult them or seek guidance anymore.
The separation stage is not only important but also necessary. It marks the end of the coaching relationship
and assesses the coaching effectiveness. There are several ways to evaluate a coaching journey, but
the most important aspect to be taken into consideration is that it should be done along the mentoring
process – in this way changes can be included during the implementation phase like changes of mentors/
mentees, communication updates or even cessation of the relation.
WECoaches have specific responsibilities in the separation phase:
•
•
•
•
•

Be sensitive to when the relationship has run its course,
After formal mentoring relationship is finished, they need to follow up on their coachee’s successes,
Provide a summative evaluation of the experience,
Say “thank you” and give credit where credit is due,
Learn from their experience when coaching others.

Defining outcomes and evaluation measures

Measuring the impact and results of the coaching programs is key for the success of the relationship.
Without it, it’s not possible to gauge how successful or beneficial the program has been and nor the areas
of improvement are.
Coaching is a non-formal way of learning and is not linked to nor based on any specific programme.
This can lead to an apparent lack of clear aims and objectives at the start of the process which causes
difficulties for the evaluation of the learning process. Defining learning outcomes in coaching processes is
of the utmost importance in order to set up the evaluation measures (Carter, 2006).
Since coaching involves individuals’ growth and development, each person involved will get different
things out of it. Whereas in formal training all involved parties know the same thing to the same level. This
affects majorly the evaluation stage pf the coaching process since there are no universal nor predefined
criteria or indicators to evaluate the parts involved. However, this does not mean that there is no evaluation.
Demonstrating the effectiveness and real work-related contribution of a coaching process can be a harsh
task. In fact, coaching works at a non-formal level and in deep individual circumstances which makes
evaluation a complex task. But the evaluation stage is a crucial moment for the overall coaching process
that cannot be skipped nor underestimated in importance since it proves the actual achievement of the
learning objectives and outcomes pre-established.

Coaching is also a less traditional form of learning and thus needs to be further sustained if put in comparison
with more established forms of learning which are supported by extensive literature and academic research.
There are not many forms of traditional learning which can impact the behaviour of the individual as in
the case of coaching, thus it is worthy to explore more in deep a valid evaluation method that can be
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easily associated with coaching. Since traditional learning is not as challenged as coaching in terms of
value and respect among the widest public, addressing evaluation methods in coaching can influence its
credibility and success.
The WECAN project provides a framework that can be used to develop a well-rounded evaluation plan to
gauge how impactful the coaching has been. Based on the widely used Kirkpatrick Evaluation Model, this
guide teaches a technique to evaluate the WECAN coaching program.

Donald L Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model

Donald Kirkpatrick, Professor Emeritus at the University of Wisconsin, published his model in 1959 and then
revised it in 1975, and again in 1993. In 1993 he also published his most famous work Evaluating Training
Programs.
In the Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model each successive level represents a more precise measure of the
effectiveness of a training program. In 2016 the model was revised again by his son and his son’s wife who
emphasised the importance of making training relevant to people’s everyday jobs.
The four levels of Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model essentially measure:

His measures are recommended for full and meaningful evaluation of all learning outcomes and although
Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model is addressed to evaluate training programmes, it can be easily adapted to
coaching.
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Kirkpatrick’s four levels of training evaluation in detail
This table7 illustrates Kirkpatrick’s structure in detail, and particularly its more modern interpretation, usage, implications, and examples of tools and methods.

Level

I

II

7

What is
measured

Evaluation description and
characteristics

Examples of Evaluation Tools and
Methods

Relevance, Practicality and
Application

Reaction

Reaction evaluation is how the
learners felt, and their personal
reactions to the training or learning
experience, for example:
Did the learners like and enjoy the
training?
Did they consider the training
relevant?
Was it a good use of their time?
Did they like the venue, the style,
timing, domestics, etc?
Was the level of participation
sufficient?
Ease and comfort of experience.
Level of effort required to make the
most of the learning.
Perceived practicality and potential
for applying the learning.

Typically ‘happy sheets’.
Feedback forms based on subjective
personal reaction to the training
experience.
Verbal reaction which can be noted
and analysed.
Post-training surveys or questionnaires.
Online evaluation or grading by
learners.
Subsequent verbal or written reports
given by learners to managers back
at their jobs.

Can be done immediately the
training ends.
Very easy to obtain reaction
feedback
Feedback is not expensive to gather
or to analyse for groups.
Important to know that people were
not upset or disappointed.
Important that people give a positive
impression when relating their
experience to others who might be
deciding whether to experience
same.

Learning

Learning evaluation is the
measurement of the increase in
knowledge or intellectual capability
from before to after the learning
experience:
Did the learners learn what was
intended to be taught?
Did the learners experience what was
intended for them to experience?
What is the extent of advancement
or change in the learners after the
training, in the direction or area that
was intended?

Typically assessments or tests before
and after the training.
Interview or observation can be used
before and after although this is timeconsuming and can be inconsistent.
Methods of assessment need to be
closely related to the aims of the
learning.
Measurement and analysis is possible
and easy on a group scale.
Reliable, clear scoring and
measurements need to be
established, so as to limit the risk of
inconsistent assessment.
Hard-copy, electronic, online

Relatively simple to set up, but more
investment and thought required than
reaction evaluation.
Highly relevant and clear-cut for
certain training such as quantifiable or
technical skills.
Less easy for more complex learning
such as attitudinal development,
which is difficult to assess.
Cost escalates if systems are poorly
designed, which increases work
required to measure and analyse.

Extracted from: https://www.businessballs.com/facilitation-workshops-and-training/kirkpatrick-evaluation-method/
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III

Behaviour

Behaviour evaluation is the extent
to which the learners applied
the learning and changed their
behaviour, and this can be
immediately and several months
after the training, depending on the
situation:
Did the learners put their learning into
effect when back on the job?
Were the relevant skills and
knowledge used?
Was there noticeable and
measurable change in the activity
and performance of the learners
when back in their roles?
Was the change in behaviour and
new level of knowledge sustained?
Would the learner be able to transfer
their learning to another person?
Is the learner aware of their change in
behaviour, knowledge, skill level?

Observation and interview over
time are required to assess change,
relevance of change, and
sustainability of change.
Arbitrary snapshot assessments are
not reliable because people change
in different ways at different times.
Assessments need to be subtle and
ongoing, and then transferred to a
suitable analysis tool.
Assessments need to be designed
to reduce subjective judgement
of the observer or interviewer,
which is a variable factor that can
affect reliability and consistency of
measurements.
The opinion of the learner, which is a
relevant indicator, is also subjective
and unreliable, and so needs to be
measured in a consistent defined
way.
360-degree feedback is useful
method and need not be used
before training, because respondents
can make a judgement as to change
after training, and this can be
analysed for groups of respondents
and learners.
Assessments can be designed around
relevant performance scenarios, and
specific key performance indicators
or criteria.
Online and electronic assessments
are more difficult to incorporate
- assessments tend to be more
successful when integrated within
existing management and coaching
protocols.
Self-assessment can be useful, using
carefully designed criteria and
measurements.
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Measurement of behaviour
change is less easy to quantify and
interpret than reaction and learning
evaluation.
Simple quick response systems unlikely
to be adequate.
Cooperation and skill of observers,
typically line-managers, are important
factors, and difficult to control.
Management and analysis of ongoing
subtle assessments are difficult, and
virtually impossible without a welldesigned system from the beginning.
Evaluation of implementation and
application is an extremely important
assessment - there is little point in a
good reaction and good increase in
capability if nothing changes back
in the job, therefore evaluation in this
area is vital.
Behaviour change evaluation is
possible given good support and
involvement from line managers or
trainees, so it is helpful to involve them
from the start, and to identify benefits
for them, which links to the level 4
evaluation below.

IV

Results

Results evaluation is the effect on the
business or environment resulting from
the improved performance of the
learner - it is the acid test.
Measures would typically be business
or organisational key performance
indicators, such as:
Volumes, values, percentages,
timescales, return on investment,
and other quantifiable aspects of
organisational performance, for
instance; numbers of complaints, staff
turnover, attrition, failures, wastage,
non-compliance, quality ratings,
achievement of standards and
accreditations, growth, retention, etc.

It is possible that many of these
measures are already in place via
normal management systems and
reporting.
The challenge is to identify which and
how relate to the learner’s input and
influence.
Therefore, it is important to identify
and agree accountability and
relevance with the learner at the start
of the training, so they understand
what is to be measured.
This process overlays normal good
management practice - it simply
needs linking to the training input.
Failure to link to training input type
and timing will greatly reduce
the ease by which results can be
attributed to the training.
For senior people particularly, annual
appraisals and ongoing agreement
of key business objectives are integral
to measuring business results derived
from training.

Individually, results evaluation is not
particularly difficult; across an entire
organisation it becomes very much
more challenging, not least because
of the reliance on line-management,
and the frequency and scale of
changing structures, responsibilities
and roles, which complicates
the process of attributing clear
accountability.
Also, external factors greatly
affect organisational and business
performance, which cloud the true
cause of good or poor results.

The Kirkpatrick model is an effective evaluation tool and is particularly effective in coaching evaluation because the coachee can play an active part in the
design of the evaluation process and can collaborate with the WECoach in the evaluation stage.
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Applying the Kirkpatrick model to a coaching process

Although the Kirkpatrick model has been designed to analyse and evaluate the value of a training to the
business, it is easily adaptable to show the effectiveness of a coaching programme.
The four levels of evaluation represent the fundamentals of the Kirkpatrick Model. Each level that makes
the system requires more resources than the previous one and each level is the foundation of the next one.
The deeper the evaluation goes into the levels, the more time-consuming and demanding the evaluation
it becomes.
- Level I: Reactions
The objective of the first level is to understand whether the coachee has liked the coaching session/
programme and how she feels about it. The first level is thus quite straightforward, since it aims at posing
questions directed at evaluating the impressions and thoughts of the coachee. This is why this first level is
often associated to a smile sheet.
This first level cannot be skipped, after all, all the subsequent evaluation steps depend on this one. In fact,
if the result of this first evaluation is poor, it would signal that the coachee level of participation is low and
she will most likely drop out or invest too little effort.
One way to get Level 1 feedback for the WECoach is to send out a survey to the coachees with questions
such as:
•
•
•

What was the most meaningful part of the coaching session/programme?
On a scale from 1 to 5, how valuable has your coaching experience been for your entrepreneurial
career?
Did you enjoy participating in the programme?

Image 1 Level one: Reaction8

This first level of assessment does not tell whether the entire session or programme has been successful.
However, it is a first important hint to have an understanding of the experience of the coachee in the
program and it can early uncover negative issues.
The downsize of this first level is that it can be situational and the coachee can be easily influenced by her
mood when replying to the questions. That’s why a second level evaluation is required.

8

https://elearninginfographics.com/kirkpatricks-levels-evaluation-infographic/
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- Level II: Learning
After having detected the initial reactions of the coachee, in Level II the WECoach will seek to measure
how she has learned over the course of the coaching session/programme. It is worth underlying that the
learning outcomes of a coaching programme are not always technical or skill-based. Most of the time the
important learning that goes on in a coaching programme is attitudinal.

Image 2 Level 2: Learning9

In order to understand whether the coachee has acquired new knowledge, skills or attitudes and whether
she has learned or not, the second level evaluation brings forward techniques. One way could be using a
pre- and post-survey or just a final self-assessment.
- Level III: Behaviour
The third level of Kirkpatrick’s model seeks to measure the behavioural change of the participants in the
coaching programme. In order to understand which behavioural transformations to address during the
sessions and how to measure them, the WECoach needs to establish clear goals since the very beginning
of the programme with their coachees. Behaviour changes are important in coaching programmes that
focus on leadership development or entrepreneurial-related development.
Coachees may start to make behavioural changes during the duration of the coaching process. If this
does not happen, then WECoaches might need to investigate what is not working during the sessions and
try to address new forms of learning.

Image 3 Level 3: Behaviour10

An example of third level evaluation would be to understand whether the coachee is learning or not
9

https://elearninginfographics.com/kirkpatricks-levels-evaluation-infographic/

10

https://elearninginfographics.com/kirkpatricks-levels-evaluation-infographic/
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about a skill she needed to learn during her coaching journey. Let’s say the coachee needs to acquire
new leadership skills as a result of the coaching programme. Most likely, she won’t apply these new skills
in her entrepreneurial career if she doesn’t support the leadership perspective presented in the coaching
programme.
A commonly used method to measure behavioural transformation is via interviews or observations. A good
idea would be to get others involved in providing information. For example, someone who works directly
with the coachee or a close friend might be able to provide behavioral observations that can be helpful
in measuring the success of the coaching programme.
Assessing the behavioural transformations makes it possible to understand if the new acquired knowledge,
mind-set or skills are actually being applied. This evaluation level is considered to be the truest and deeper
way to understand whether the learning programme has been successful. This kevel presents many
difficulties though. In fact, it is quite complicated to understand when the coachee will start to use the
knowledge acquired making it complicated to know when and how to measure the behavioural changes.
- Level IV: Results
In the fourth level of the Kirkpatrick model, the WECoach can measure the results of the programme. These
results should be coherent with the objectives of the coaching programme that were set in the initiation
stage. This is why, although challenging, it is of the utmost importance to define the goals and expected
outcomes of the coaching programme right at the beginning of the relationship.

Image 4 Level 4: Results11

This level is the one that is most commonly avoided in the trainings evaluations. It is actually the primary
objective of the model, but somehow is always skipped by assessors and evaluators. For WECoaches
it is interesting to determine whether their coachees have achieved successful outcomes in their
entrepreneurial careers such as getting a grant or an investor, achieving a more balanced work-life routine
or more self-esteem. Although this is critical to determine, WECoaches will find this exercise useful for their
learning process as coaches as well. Assessing a coachee represents a great tool to understand whether
the delivered coaching programme has achieved the expected goals.

Timing of evaluation

Evaluation directly after the coaching experience may not be appropriate as the benefits may only accrue
later on when the WECoach or the coachee fully reflects on the benefits that the relationship has brought
them. In this sense it can be seen as similar to evaluating careers guidance. Although this is true also of
other forms of training, whereby you may not get to use your skills until a later date, it is more likely that you
will be able to anticipate or recognise where training will help.
With coaching, the outcomes of what is learnt or discussed may not be immediately obvious, either to the
WECoach or to coachees, unless they are linked into a wider programme (e.g. leadership development,
11

https://elearninginfographics.com/kirkpatricks-levels-evaluation-infographic/
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culture change). As the defined success criteria may not be agreed upon until the coaching process has
begun, it is difficult to measure pre‐ and post‐coaching intervention to assess the impact. The second
issue is that information with which to evaluate may not be readily accessible in a coaching situation (e.g.
because of the confidential nature of the coaching context).

Summary of Kirkpatrick’s model

The Kirkpatrick Model is a great tool to shape and design the coaching process. In fact, the model provides
an insight on what is happening during the course of the process: if the expected results are not being
accomplished, the Model will tell the WECoach in due time and she will have the chance to take corrective
measures.
There are of course other models which work fine as in the case of the one chosen in this methodology.
WECoaches can opt for other models which make them feel more comfortable with. What is more important
for WECoaches, is to correctly use the models to have a clear idea of the results being achieved. Only in
this way the coaching process can be successful.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has provided tools and methods to design the WECAN coaching process. It has gone through
the three most relevant phases of a coaching journey which see both the coach and the coachee actively
involved.
What is important to understand is that there is no right or wrong journey or process. People are simply
different – they have different values, expectations and a good coaching needs to adjust and learn how
to cope with different scenarios.
As they get more insight into the particular person, WECoaches have margin to adapt their approach and
personalise the journey. A good coach knows that people look at the world through different lenses and
understands that there are always different meanings attached to a coaching journey.
Coaching is not just a collection of activities: collecting feedbacks, offering advice and reviewing skills.
What makes a woman chose a coaching journey is that she can rely on someone who is a peer and knows
and is capable to understand what she is going through. Coaching is about individuals and relationships.
Motivation, accountability and real-world practice are the main three ingredients needed that cannot be
found in a formal training.
WECoaches need to be able to detect the coachees weaknesses to turn them into strengths. They need
to establish a relationship of trust and be attentive to the expectations and requirements of the coachee.
Only in this way a coach will anticipate and handle the process.
Regardless of the experience or self-knowledge a coach has, what matter is an open attitude of curiosity
and interest, acceptance of what the people really are and a genuine desire to help the coachee
(Peterson, 2007).
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PART B

Energizers & Ice-breakers for the WECoaches

INTRODUCTION
The current document is the Part B of the WECAN Toolkit for Women Entrepreneur. It gathers 18 activities
which are aimed at supporting the WECoaches during the coaching relationship and three Energizers
based on the use of Methaphors. The activities are divided into Energizers and Ice-Breakers, the firsts being
activities to boost the coachees’ involvement and participation in the coaching journey, while the seconds
are meant to ‘break the ice’ and give the WECoaches practical tools to help the coachees to start each
coaching session with a positive and committed attitude.
The activities have been developed in parallel with Part A, the Methodological Guide. The activities, in
fact, are associated with the four topic addressed in the Guide:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Coach-coachee match.
Entrepreneurship.
How do we learn?
How to design the coaching sessions?

Each topic is backed by several activities which will help the WECoaches incentivize a collaborative
relationship. The activities are therefore in support of the WECoaches who can use them in the different
phases of the coaching relationship and every time they feel the need to. The activities will be useful for
the WECoaches to empower the trainees and to support them along the journey.
The activities have been designed in an engaging way that can help the coaching relationship overcome
standstills or difficult situations. The WECoach can use them to start the coaching activities or engage the
coachee if she loses her focus and attention. The activities offer the WECoaches the tools to encourage:
•
•
•
•
•

Self-analysis and self-awareness,
Motivation and goal setting,
Sense of initiative,
Active listening and communication,
Self-management, problem-solving and stress management.
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THE COACH-COACHEE MATCH – DEVELOPED BY CSC DANILO DOLCI

Activity 1: My inspiration
Icebreaker

Type

My inspiration

Exercise Name
Specific objectives

This activity is mainly aimed at:
·
Stimulating self-reflection
·
Focusing on known coaching figures in participants’ life
·
Identifying qualities to be inspired by (for the coachee)
·
Visualizing participants’ learning path (for the WECOACH)

Duration

30 minutes

Material/room

Flipcharts, pencils, pens, color pencil, etc.

Nr of participants

It can be used both with 2 participant (WECOACH and coachee) or also as a
group activity (in this case,15 participants - max. - + the coach)

Description

The WECOACH will start introducing the importance of some people in our life –
both famous one and those close to our daily life, the impact some of them had
and how these people can inspire decisions in our actions. However, sometimes
we don’t think much about how these positive models have helped us to make
choices that we might not have had the courage to make on our own; or how
decisive they have been in revolutionizing the path we had taken.
After this introduction, the WECOACH will draw on a flipchart the shape of a
person and she will divide the area around the body in 4 spaces. Then, she will
invite the coachee (or the other participants, in case it is a group) to write:- WHO?
Participant will write the person’s name who has inspired her in life
- WHY?
Participant will write the reason why this person has been an inspiration/guide for
her
- For WHAT?
In this area, participant will specify the objective/personal plan for what this
person has been an inspiration/guide
- HOW?
Here participant will explain how the decision to act in a certain way was
influenced by this person and – if it happened – how this objective/personal plan
has been achieved.
The coachee will have 15 minutes to think about/execute this exercise.
In order to start a discussion on the result, also the WECoach can share with the
coachee her answers, thus allowing a sharing of experience which can provide
a further bond to their starting relationship.
In the case of the involvement of a group of participants, after 15 minutes in
which each member can write on post-its their answers and hang them on the
respective areas on the flipchart, the group can sit in circle for other 15 minutes
and everyone will describe the inspiring person by the “who”, “why”, “what” and
“how”, with a discussion facilitated by the WECoach. Anyone can ask another
person to elaborate about a certain aspect of the story. A discussion may
also arise about similarities in two or more of the participants’ paths or about a
participant’s story and the topic of the course.
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Methodological
advice

•
•

If the exercise involves only the WECoach and the Coachee, the flipchart
can be also the basis for a deeper discussion.
In the case of the involvement of a bigger group, let the participants use
all material and write short or long sentences.

If in both cases, coachees have difficulties in finding an inspiring person, suggest
them to think about some of the life moments which would have required other
people’s suggestions or help.
Variations

When you involve a big group, the activity can be done by pairs in order to
save time and also to know better each other and have an insight on the other
participants. In this case, participants will be provided with a A4 paper with the
same drawing on it.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

No needed

Activity 2: The SuperCoach!
Icebreaker

Type

The SuperCoach!

Exercise Name
Specific objectives

This activity is manly aimed at:
·
Focusing on actual learning needs
·
Identifying qualities which are necessary to develop specific competences
·
Getting an overview on the expectations and needs of the coachee
·
Mitigating excessive expectations to set a good collaboration atmosphere
for the future

Duration

40 minutes

Material/room

Flipcharts, A4 paper, pencils, pens, color pencil and pens, post-its, adhesive tape (in
case you don’t have post-its).

Nr of participants

Two participants, the WECoach and her coachee. In the case of a bigger group,
15 participants (max.) + 1 coach
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Description

The WECoach invites her coachee/the group of coachees to think about her/ their
ideal coach, introducing a small reflection on the coachee actual learning needs by
asking questions to stimulate personal reflection, such as:
“What do I need now in my professional life?”
“What kind of support do I need to make my plans real?”
“How a coach can help me to realize my ideas?”
The WECoach lets participant(s) think about these questions for 5 minutes. After
that, the Coachee will receive the following A4 paper (in the case the activity is
implemented with a group, the group will be split in 3 smaller groups of 5 people each
and every group will receive a flipchart with the following areas):
_______________________________________________________________________________
Professional needs

Coach qualifications

Support

Coach personal skills

Needs to implement ideas

Coach knowledge

The coachee (or each group) will be invited to write on the left the results of the
reflection of the questions proposed. Then, she will be asked to think about the
potential answer to these learning needs identified, thus filling in the correspondent
areas on the left dedicated to the coach characteristics, which can make her
capable to deal with the needs.
For both the coachee and the group, the time to execute this exercise will be 15
minutes.
Once the time is finished, the WECoach will ask to briefly present the results of the
coachee work. The WECoach will report the answers in the following profile – the
SuperCoach – who will ideally respond to the needs of the participants:
SuperCoach!
Qualifications:
Personal Skills:
Educational Background & expertise:
In the case of the involvement of a big group: the different group will have 15 minutes
to fill in the flipchart. At the end, each group will have 5 minutes to present their
results. At the same time, the WECoach will take note of the answers of the all groups
on the flipchart of the “SuperCoach”, summarizing their answers and presenting
the “common SuperCoach” for all the participants. At the end of the session, the
WECoach will present the “ideal” profile of the coach of the group.
Methodological
advice

This exercise it has a double-purpose:
1) it allows coachee(s) to think about themselves and their learning needs;
2) it helps the coach to understand the coachee(s)’ expectations and how much
some of them can be met or not.
It is up to the coach to help the coachee(s) to distinguish between “ideal” and “real”
coach and to make them think that the solution won’t be provided by the coach but
that she will be a guide on the path to develop the personal plan of the coachee. It
can be a good introduction to discuss furthermore the figure of the coach and what
someone can expect from her skills, competences and qualities.

Variations

Participants can use post-its to be put on the flipchart; or some papers cut in small
pieces to be written on them, using tape to be put on the flipchart again.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

No Need
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Activity 3: Your Role, Our relationship
Icebreaker

Type

Your Role, Our relationship

Exercise Name
Specific objectives

This activity is mainly aimed at:
·
Clarifying the role of WECoach and Coachee
·
Understanding the relationship between WECoach and coachee (for the
coachee)
·
Identifying potential gaps on the understanding on the coaching
approach (for the WECoach).

Duration

45 minutes

Material/room

Flipcharts, A4 paper, pen and pencils, post-its, cardboard, adhesive tape

Nr of participants

Two participants: the WECoach and her coachee or a group of max. 15
participants

Description

This session is more dedicated to verify if the coachee understands the role and
consequently the type of relationship between her and her WECOACH.
At the beginning of the session, the WECoach shows a flipchart with 2 people, one at
the left – the WECoach, and one at the right – the Coachee. In the middle there are
2 arrows, one going towards the person on the left and another one going towards
the person on the right.
The WECoach then provides the coachee with a list of sentences written on
cardboards (one sentence/cardboard) related to the role of WECoach and the
Coachee, putting the cardboards all together and mixed. The Coachee needs to
put the cardboards with the sentences related to the WECoach in the arrow starting
from the figure representing her. The same will be done for the ones related to the
Coachee.
Here they are some sentences for each role. Of course, you can add them as much
as you’d like to.
WECoach:
o She helps to work out clearly and specifically what someone want or need
to achieve and the best way to get there.
o She asks other people questions and challenge them in order to stimulate
their critical thinking, and creativity.
o She helps people refine their ideas and make them clearer.
o She gives feedback.
o She helps to learn from mistakes.
o She provides advice and suggestions.
o She trusts and can be trusted.
Coachee:
o She has an open attitude to change.
o She is clear about what she wants or needs to achieve, or be willing to
discover.
o She is ready to receive feedback so that the learning can be real.
o She can listen actively and has initiative to ask for help, for answers or
clarifications.
o She trusts and can be trusted.
At the end of the activity, the WECoach and the coachee review together how the
sentences have been assigned and the WECoach will ask the coachee to provide
a comment for each choice.
Finally, the WECoach will ask the coachee if she needs to add other sentences
related to their role thus completing the overview on their roles and relationship.
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Methodological
advice

The activity’s purpose is to understand the awareness of the coachee on her role of
the one of the WECoach, in order to avoid future misunderstanding and to ensure a
productive relationship among them.

Variations

The activity can also be done without cardboards, with participants being free to
define the roles of both parties (but this can take more time).

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further

No needed.

material

Entrepreneurship – developed by CSICY
Activity 4: Massage and dance your hearts out
Type

Energizer

Exercise Name
Specific objectives

Massage and dance your hearts out
·
·
·
·

To get rid of any insecurity or awkwardness between
the WECoach and the coachee.
To energize your bodies and minds.
To feel comfortable and establish an initial WECoach
and coachee experience.
To be empowered, inspired and relax with each other.

Duration

Max 15 minutes

Material/room

You will need a phone & Wi-Fi to put the song on. Speakers if
possible and maybe some pillows to use. The room is important to
be comfortable with a friendly atmosphere.

Nr of participants

This energizer could be used either with a peer-to-peer approach
(WECoach and coachee) or within a group.

Description

The WECoach will explain to the coachee the purpose of energizers
to make the coachee feel comfortable prior to the activity. As
women, we need to be empowered and feel comfortable with
ourselves. In order to do that, you need to first relax. Therefore, use
your pillows to sit on and offer a back massage to each other while
sitting on the floor. It is easier for the WECoach to offer the first back
massage for 2 mins and then for the coachee to do the same to the
WECoach.
As soon as you both relax, the WECoach will ask the coachee
to share her favorite song, a song that motivates, inspires, and
empowers her. Then, the WECoach will play the song either from
the computer or phone (preferably connected to speakers) and
you will both dance your hearts out until half the song or until
the end of the song. Dance as weirdly as you wish, but feel your
body and your mind easing. Take all your bad energy out, all your
insecurities and awkwardness away from your existence and feel
free, share laughs, and open up your minds to your new coaching
journey together.
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Methodological
advice

Let the coachee dance independently as she wishes to feel more
comfortable and maybe ask her to pause the song at the time
she will feel like she is more comfortable with you. This exercise is
important to both the WECoach and coachee, since it is a unique
moment that you must share together!

Variations

In case any of your coachees have any injury or disability and
cannot proceed, maybe close your eyes together and move your
body while sitting, trying to visualize your journey together.
The massage activity is based on cultural norms, hence if touching
is not culturally appropriate in your context, please either proceed
with the second part of the activity by skipping fully this part or
adjust it accordingly by doing self-massage instead. An example
could be: yoga face massage.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed

Activity 5: Shielding your river of life
Type

Ice breaker

Exercise Name
Specific
objectives

Shielding your river of life
·
·

To reflect about past life experiences, present situations both
happy or sad, and future plans.
To raise awareness on the personal learning process and get
to know each other by sharing emotions and thoughts.

Results:
·
To raise awareness about knowledge, competencies, and skills
already acquired and the one needed for future.
·
To realize the personal key point of learning and
development.
Duration

Approximately 1 hour

Material/room

Paper, markers, pencils, colour papers, scissors

Nr of participants

Individual activity
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Description

Part 1 (30 min)
The WECoach should introduce the activity:
Explain the metaphor of the river as a symbol for the person’s
life.
Indicate that a river sometimes flows slower, other times faster,
that there are obstacles, etc. Make the coachee understand
that their task is to point out the significant elements that have
contributed to shaping their River of Life the way it is now.
Give the coachee enough time to think.
Ask the coachee to use any of the supplies and their drawing
skills during the exercise. Get as creative and expressive as
you wish.
Get a piece of paper. Firstly, both of you will have time to think about
your past experiences and imagine your future ones. Which were the
key moments? Who was helping/supporting/inspiring them? What did
they achieve? What they would like to achieve next?
Try to answer these questions by drawing your lives as a river, using
images to visualize any happy moments or obstacles on paper.
Part 2 (10 min)
The WECoach and coachee will come back to the table and explain
their rivers of life, sharing as much of your experiences as you wish.
Evaluate your thoughts and share your feelings and aspirations about
the future.
Part 3 (20 mins)
As the WECoach, draw a shield on a piece of flipchart paper. The
shield needs to be split into 4 quadrants.
In the top left quadrant, the delegate needs to record how
other people will describe them.
In the top right quadrant, the delegate will record what they
are most proud of. (This can be work-related or personal).
In the bottom left quadrant, the delegate will record factors
that motivate them.
The bottom right quadrant can be left blank. The reason
for this is so that during your discussion, when the coachee
receives feedback from you as the WECoach, you can build
up a portfolio of action points about which the coachee
may wish to do something – things such as aspects of her
behaviour she might need to be aware of and work on with
you.
Below the bottom of the shield the delegate will record their
philosophy, strategy, or approach towards work.

Methodological
advice

Choose a space in the room with which you feel more comfortable
since this is a reflective exercise. Tip: Put a nice song on to get inspired.
Make a debriefing session by asking questions about how it was for
both of you to share, what you have learnt and what conclusions you
can draw from the activity. Both of you need to share your thoughts
and feelings. In that way, you will bond even more as a WECoach
and coachee.
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Variations

In case the coachee gets emotional, make sure to give the person
space and support. Try to be as sensitive as possible and let the
person tell you what they wish without being too invasive in their
personal stories. The point is to give adequate time and space to the
other person to feel comfortable. As the WECoach we encourage
you to start first to make the coachee feel more comfortable.
You can ‘tailor’ the information you want the coachee to supply you
with in the four quadrants shield depending on what you want to
achieve from the ice breaker.

Weblinks,
Videos, Pictures,
further material

http://www.click4it.org/index.php/River_of_Life_Method
https://onbeing.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/on-being-river-oflife-exercise.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxC0ky8EJ5o
https://www.portfolio-info.co.uk/files/file/shields.pdf

Activity 6: Reflecting on Self - EntreComp Emojis Icebreaker
Type

Ice breaker

Exercise
Name
Specific
objective

Duration

Reflecting on Self: entrecomp Emojis Icebreaker

•
•
•
•
•

To initially introduce EntreComp to the coachee
To reflect on what it means to be an entrepreneur
To reflect on EntreComp’s competences
To set her learning goals on a personal level
To create the value of your entrepreneurial coaching journey

Approximately 1 hour

Material/
room

EntreComp flower, markers, sticky notes, flip chart

Nr of
participants

Individual activity or group activity
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Description

Opening & Introduction: As the WECoach you should give a general
overview of the session’s aim and objectives (2’) and then ask the
coachee to brainstorm on the following question “What does ‘Being
Entrepreneurial’ mean to you” (2’). Collect the coachee’s answer and
write them down on a flip-chart (3’) and discuss briefly the terms. Use them
to introduce the definition of “entrepreneurship” given by EntreComp,
along with the general EntreComp framework (you can project the
EntreComp flower on the screen or show a poster or handout) (7’).
Then, ask the coachee to reflect on the questions: “Which EntreComprelated skills and attitudes do you have? How do you use them in your
daily life?”, by checking the EntreComp flower. (5’) Once the reflection
is finished, ask the coachee to choose her 3 most relevant competences
and to rate them by sticking a positive, neutral, and negative emoji drawn
on a sticky note on the poster, next to the respective competence. (5’)
Finally, reflect on the purpose of the coaching journey by asking
the coachee to explore EntreComp and reflect on some follow-up
questions, for instance: “Through your enterprise idea, do you apply these
competences in your specific issue/field/sector? How could you do this?
What is the main type of value created (social, cultural, or financial) in
your enterprise idea?” so as to start co-creating the value of Entrecomp
based on the individual needs of the coachee. You can start developing
your brainstorming session and mapping your coaching journey based on
the coachee’s enterprise plan.

Metodolical
advice

Show the EntreComp flower or other material after the first reflection
exercise to obtain unbiased responses.
Keep in mind that, although you are introducing value creation, the link to
the EntreComp must be present during the activity to bring it back in the
next step. If your focus is on competence mapping, ask them to stick the
colour-coded note with the activity onto the most important competence
area on which it delivers.
Remind the coachee that it is a brainstorming process that should
promote a constant flow of ideas. As the WECoach you may support the
process, if requested by the coachee, with special care to not disrupt
or lead it. Offer examples, if needed, always based on the five goals
outlined in the EntreComp into the Action user guide: 1) I want to mobilise,
2) I want to create value, 3) I want to appraise & assess, 4) I want to
implement and 5) I want to recognize.
At the end of the session, it is important to evaluate it by asking how the
coachee felt, what she realized and how this activity was helpful to her
journey. Share both your feelings since this is a bonding relationship and it
is important for both of you to share your thoughts and emotions to really
connect.

Variations

You can ask the coachee to read the EntreComp prior to the first session
so as to be more familiar with the competences during the discussion.
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Weblinks,
Videos,
Pictures,
Further
material

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/workshop_format_inspired_by_
entrecomp.pdf
The EntreComp Framework webpage https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/
entrecomp
EntreComp into Action – Get inspired, make it happen: A user guide to
the
European Entrepreneurship Competence Framework. PDF version: http://
europa.eu/!fb73BK
EntreComp Support Material https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/entrecomp/
support-material

How do we learn? – developed by Eurocircle and CKM
Activity 7: Normally GAME
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Duration

Material/room

Nr of participants

Description

Methodological
advice

Normally GAME
•
•

Get to know each other
Create sharing atmosphere and trust between participants

10 minutes

White papers, pencils,

2 - WECoach and the Coachee

Normally is an exercise which provides a good way to begin the
coaching and break the ice. It can be done in larger groups or
smaller (WECoach and one coachee). It enables the coachee
to describe herself by telling what she would have been doing if
she wasn’t attending this course introducing her other interest to
the WECoach, but also reflecting on what she is getting from the
coaching session in terms of value.

Steps in developing the exercise:
1.

Stay in introductory mode.

2.

Instead of asking the coachee to introduce herself by
stating why she is attending the coaching session, the
WECoach can ask her to say who she is and what would
she normally be doing if she wasn’t at the session at that
moment.
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Variations

The WECoach can also enter the discussion by describing herself
in the same way. In this way, she can bring more ease in the
atmosphere and will relax the coachee.
Another alternative to this exercise is to ask the coachee about
what would be the most boring thing she would’ve been doing,
instead of being at this coaching session. After that, she can be
asked to do a comparison between that state and the current one
(attending the course).

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed

Activity 8: WIIFM (What’s In It For Me?)
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Duration

Material/room

Nr of participants

Description

Methodological advice

WIIFM (What’s In It For Me?)
•
•

Identifying learning benefits from the coaching sessions;
Identifying specific goals for the coaching sessions.

10 minutes

White papers, pencils,

2 - WECoach and the Coachee

By asking What’s In It For Me? question, the WECoach will help
the coachee to identify the benefits of learning the skills through
the WECoach sessions.

Steps in developing the exercise:
1. WIIFM stands for “What’s In It For Me?” which is a frequently
asked question, whenever we want to know the benefits of
being asked to do something.
2. The WECoach will ask the coachee to brainstorm all the
benefits she can get from this course – short-term and long-term
ones.
3. In paired mode – WECoach and coachee, a discussion
should be started, where the coachee will share what she thinks
the benefits can be and elaborate on them.
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Variations

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Possible areas in which the coachee can explore the benefits
are : financial, organizational, self-development, career,
personal or just for fun. (and many more, which the WECoach
can think of)

Not needed

Activity 9: The KSA Fit for Entrepreneurship (Knowledge Skills and Attitudes)

Icebreaker

Type

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

The KSA Fit for Entrepreneurship (Knowledge Skills and Attitudes)

•
•

Identifying learning benefits from the coaching sessions;
Identifying specific goals for the coaching sessions.

Duration

10 minutes

Material/room

White papers, pencils, Flipchart

Nr of participants

2 - WECoach and the Coachee

Description

This exercise invites the coachee to consider knowledge, skills and
attitude requirements of the coaching program. That way she
can analyze the coaching process and gather information on
what the KSA of entrepreneurship is and how she can use it in her
advantage.

Methodological
advice

Steps in developing the exercise:
1.

The WECoach will first give an explanation on why the
Knowledge, Skill and Attitude mix is important in doing any
job well, giving a special accent to entrepreneurship. She
can explain them by giving examples (e.g. the knowledge,
skill and attitude requirements of driving a car).

2.

The coachee first needs to consider the knowledge, skill
and attitude requirements for entrepreneurship and then
list them on a paper. After that, she has to rate each
requirement from 1-10 and produce a comparative graph.

3.

After that list is done, the WECoach and the coachee
can discuss how each of them are significant to the
coachee and how she can incorporate them in her field of
entrepreneurship.
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Variations

Instead of writing, a flipchart can be used. That way, the coachee
can use sticky notes and attach them on the flipchart. There, they
can be placed in a vertical line, signifying their rate from 1-10 and
in the same time giving a better visual which will also be easier to
memorize.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed

Activity 10: Value Game

Type

Energizer

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

12

Value Game12

•
•
•

Get to know each other
Understand each other’s positions.
Understand what type of entrepreneur the coachee is/could be

Duration

10-15 minutes

Material/room

2 work-sheets of 13 universal norms and values

Nr of participants

Two people: the WECoach and her coachee.
It can be conducted as a group activity.

Adapted from the Manual of the Erasmus+ CAN DO project: http://www.candoempowerment.eu/fileadmin/PDF/

IO3_-_CAN_DO_EMPOWERMENT_-_MANUAL_-__final_-_small.pdf (p.102-103)
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Description

Preparation:
You need to identify about 13 norms and values and write it down on paper, such
as:
To respect parents/ elderly,
To have a good school education,
To speak your own language properly,
Helpfulness,
Good manners,
Loyalty to your own family,
Religion,
Hospitality,
Honesty,
Respect,
Secularism,
Responsibility, etc...
1.
2.

3.

You give your coachee the work-sheet of 13 universal norms and values
and let her time to take a look.
Then, you and your coachee identify the top 5 out of the 13 norms and
values which play an important role for you personally as individuals. When
both of you have put down your personal top, you can identify the top 5 of
norms and values you encounter as a entrepreneur/professional.
Debriefing: Is there a difference between the personal / individual and
the professional? You can discuss together what are the similarities and
differences between your top 5 and where they come from.

Methodological
advice

The Value game will be much more interesting if you participate in the same way
as your coachee. It will help you understand each other better and realize that
the norms and values and the importance we give to them are relative to each
person. It’s important not to let the coachee play the game alone, but to play
with her. This way, you will see that the learning will be reciprocal.

Variations

You can leave your coachee identify her own norms and values.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed.

Activity 11: Slices of Pizza
Type

Energizer

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Duration

Slices of pizza

•
•
•

Get to know each other
Develop self-awareness
Identify which entrepreneure the coachee is/could be

10-15 minutes
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Material/room
Nr of participants

Description

Methodological
advice

Variations

Papers, pens, post-it

Two people: the WECoach and her coachee.
It can be conducted as a group activity.

Ask your coachee to draw her pizzas. The two pizzas she is going to represent will
re-create the priorities of her private and professional life.
1. The coachee draws her own pizza in unequal slices with the priorities in
her life and the percentage dedicated. First of all, it is the pizza of her life:
family, health, relatives, work, hobbies,etc.. You let the coachee choosing
the categories/thematics.
2. Then, the second pizza is entrepreneurial: it is necessary to define the priorities
of her future company (quality, communication, office, ethics,etc.). Again,
your coachee chooses the thematics.
3. Debriefing: what kind of entrepreneur are you going to be? What is important
for you and the company you want to create?

The slices of pizza activity is a good activity to know better what are the objectives
of your coachee.

You can choose to prepare 2 lists in advance to “fill” the slices of pizza instead of
leaving your coachee doing it.
1 on different aspects of life => family, health, friends, hobbies, work, money,
career, personal development,etc...
1 on the company’s priorities: money, interpersonal relations, quality, reception
area or office, passion, communication, ethics, solidarity, etc...

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed.

Activity 12: Tree Activity
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name
Specific objectives

13

Tree activity13
•
•
•

Self empowerment
Reflecting on barriers to entrepreneurship and identify obstacles
Create sharing atmosphere and trust

Duration

15-20 minutes

Material/room

White papers (A2 for example), markers with 3 different colours

Adapted from Erasmus+ project MATE – An Innovative, Student-Centered Approach to Intercultural Skills

Acquisition for Students and Young Migrants, Training material, Module 1: “Hate speech”.
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Nr of participants

Description

Methodological
advice

Two people: the WECoach and her coachee.
It can be conducted as a group activity.
Preparation:
In a big sheet of paper, you draw the trunk of a tree. Inside of this trunk, you write a
hate statement such as: “women are less credible as entrepreneurs than men” OR
“women should not have managerial roles because they are too emotional and
impulsive”.
You can choose to write a prejudice often used in your country.
1.

You read the hate statement with your coachee and ask her to draw roots
and branches to identify (and write down) some of the things which lead
to this hate statement (the ‘roots’ of the tree), and some of the effects/
consequences (the ‘branches’). Each root can have a deeper cause
(root) and each branch a further outcome (higher branch). You can do the
exercise with your coachee if you feel she wants to interact or let her do it
on her own and speak at the end just to debrief. It’s up to you to see how
your coachee reacts.

2.

Debriefing: Was it easy to identify the roots? How did you identify potential
consequences of this hate statement? Were there any difficulties? Have
you already faced this kind of statement?

The tree activity requires that you have already met your coachee, so it is not a
suitable activity for a first coaching session.
This activity is adapted to introduce discussions on the barriers women may face
when it comes to entrepreneurship.
/

Variations

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

Not needed.

How to design the coaching sessions? – developed by I-BOX and SEGE
Activity 13: Room 101
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Room 101

This activity is great for using at the start of the coaching
relationship. It is designed to help coachees off‐load ‘baggage’/
issues that they have brought with them and get them out of the
way.
Furthermore “Room 101” activity can help WECoaches bond with
their coachees as it helps to ‘clear the air’ and stops the session
from getting disrupted.
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Duration

30 minutes

Material/room

Flipchart or similar, marker

Nr of participants

WECoach and I coachee

Description

Ask your coachee if she is familiar with the TV show “Room 101”.
If not, explain that “Room 101” was a UK TV show where celebrity
guests are invited to put things/topics in “Room 101”. This means
that when something has gone into the room it can no longer be
discussed on the show. Things that normally go into “Room 101”
are things/people celebrities don’t like or feel uncomfortable with.
Explain to your coachee that you are going to do the same thing
with up to three things / issues that frustrate her, annoy her or that
she dislikes.
Ask your coachee to think of three things (work related / company
related) that she wants to put in the room. These things need to
be written on a flipchart, which will be hung on the wall. This will
represent “Room 101”.
After the coachee has identified her selection, discuss about what
has been highlighted, emphasizing that these topics are now out
of bounds.
If during the sessions any of these topics start to be discussed, you
can refer to the flipchart “Room 101”.

Methodological
advice

Make sure that the coachee do not put anything in “Room 101”
that directly relates to the content to be discussed during your
sessions. Things that you should be encouraging her to put in, are
things that will distract attention away from the main flow of the
content.

Variations

This can either be an individual or a group activity, depending on
participant numbers. It works in exactly the same way.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

n/a

Activity 14: Deep Listening
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name

Deep listening
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Specific objectives

This activity causes us to become aware of how much we are
programmed to want to put ‘something of ourselves’ into a
conversation with another person. We might do this by solving
their problems for them, showing them how much we know about
what they’re talking about, or even taking over the conversation
completely.
The activity is great for:
• Developing a different listening perspective.
• Gaining a clearer understanding of your coaches, their
situation, thoughts, and issues.
• Being able to develop better relationships with your
coaches.
• Getting to know your coachees better and have more
relaxed conversations with them.

Duration

45 - 60 minutes

Material/room

n/a

Nr of participants

WECoach and 1 coachee

Description

Ask your coachee to think of three (3) situations she would like
to create change around. These might be problems, minor
frustrations, or goals and objectives they already have. If they can
only think of a couple, that’s OK – a third often pops up during the
conversation. You are going to ask your coachee to talk about
each of the three situations or issues, one after another. Your role is
that of listener, and your coachee is the speaker.
The conversation – step by step
1. The speaker talks about her three things (problems or
situations she wants to change) with the listener. This should
take about 30 minutes. During this time, the listener may ask
questions, acknowledge points raised, clarify information,
etc.
2. The listener then takes about 10 minutes to summarize back
to the speaker:
a. What the three issues or situations are.
b. How the listener feels about them.
c. What else seemed unspoken, yet present or
relevant to the conversation.
3. Then the speaker gives the listener feedback, specifically:
a. How ‘listened to’ did they feel, e.g. how well did
they feel the listener gave them their full attention
as they were speaking, and how well did they think
the listener understood them?
b. What effect did the listener’s ‘listening’ have upon
the speaker, e.g., ‘It made me talk more, made me
feel like this . . .’, etc.
c. How did the activity affect how the speaker now
feels about the three things?
During feedback, the speaker should give both their experience,
e.g. what they felt, and what caused that experience. For
example, the speaker might say, ‘I felt listened to because you
asked me questions to help you understand what I was saying’.
It is important to observe specific behaviours that created a
particular result or feeling, so that the person listening can begin to
appreciate how other people experience their behaviours
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Methodological
advice

Variations

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

The role of the listener
The primary aim of the listener is to understand what the speaker
is saying. By a process of listening, questioning or clarifying, you
should aim to:
•

Understand what the situations or problems really are, e.g.
if the speaker is not happy with their business, identify some
of the causes of that. If they want a closer relationship with
their employees, find out the driving factors behind that,
what is currently in the way, etc.

•

Understand how they feel about the situations and be able
to tell them afterwards, e.g. ‘I think this situation is frustrating
you and also perhaps upsetting you a little’.

•

Be able to fill in gaps in the conversation, i.e. what wasn’t
said. For example, ‘I think maybe you’re wondering how
your employees/partners might react’.

•

Ground rules for the listener

•

During the conversation, however, do not:

•

Attempt to give the speaker ideas, solutions or suggestions
relating to the situations they are discussing.

•

Refer to or discuss any of your own similar circumstances,
experiences or feelings.

•

Attempt to control the direction or content of the
conversation.

•

Seek to look good or impress the other person in any way,
e.g. by asking ‘clever’ questions, by offering impressive
facts or information, etc.

Once you’re comfortable with the style of listening, you can use
it anywhere you like. Use it anytime you want to give someone a
really good listening to!

n/a

Activity 15: Rocks, pebbles and sand
Type

Exercise Name

Icebreaker

Rocks, pebbles and sand
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Specific objectives

“Rocks, pebbles and sand” is a time management tool that helps coachees prioritise
their time more effectively and understand whether they are spending time on their
real priorities or perhaps, like many of us, they rush around dealing with the minutiae of
everyday life.
Using big rocks and little rocks the coaches align how they spend their time with their
“real” priorities.
Once they understand the big rocks in their lives, they can identify actions to move
forwards with.

Duration

Material/room

Nr of participants

60 - 75 minutes

1 transparent jug (SEE ANNEX I), some big rocks (that can fit in the jug), some pebbles,
sand, paper and pen

Not limited to people
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Description

PART 1
Start by following the instructions:
•

Fill a jug with big rocks and asks the coachee if it is full. The coachee will
probably respond with a “Yes”.

•

Add pebbles to the jug and ask again if the jug is full. The answer will still be
“Yes”.

•

Now add sand to the jug and ask one last time if the jug is finally full.

Ask the coachee to imagine what will happen if you change the order of materials
you put in the jug. What if the sand and the pebbles where in first? Is there enough
room for all the big rocks or some will be left outside?
The sand and the pebbles represent the small daily tasks we fill our lives with. If we
don’t fit our big rocks in first, our lives will fill with only sand and pebbles. BUT if we start
with our big rocks, we create room for what’s important in life - and the sand and
pebbles can only fill the spaces in between.
PART 2
Afterwards ask the coachee the following questions and tell her to write the answers in
a paper:
•

Where or on what do you currently spend most of your time? (Make a list of
whatever jumps into your mind / 3-5 tasks are enough)

•

What is the one biggest, unwanted thing that zaps your time at present?
(We are looking for an unwanted time-zapper not things that are wanted or
necessary parts of their lives)

•

What needs to change?

•

Take a few moments to consider what is truly important to you in life right now.
What are your Top 3 Priorities in life? (Make a list of whatever pops into your
mind)

•

What one thing is most important to you right now?

PART 3
Use the given template:
1.

First, ask the coachee to write her key priorities/activities on the biggest rocks.
Ask her to think carefully. What are her real “Big Rocks” in life right now? What’s
most important to her in life?

2.

Now, ask her to fill in the smaller rocks - your pebbles - with your next (lower)
level priorities/activities.

3.

Then, in the tiny gaps between the rocks, write your lowest priorities/activities.

4.

Finally, prioritise your “Big Rocks” from 1 to 5.
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Description

PART 4
Ask the coachee the following questions (Optional: tell her to write the answers in a
paper):
1.

Where do you currently spend your time compared to your “Big Rocks” - your
real priorities?

2.

What does this tell you?

3.

What needs to change? What could you be doing differently?

4.

What is the easiest change/s you could make to prioritise your time better?

5.

What are you willing to change to prioritise your time better?

6.

Smash those obstacles: What could get in the way? If you were going to
sabotage yourself how would you do it?

PART 5
The commitments.
Ask the coachee the following questions and tell her to write the answers in a paper:
1.

What will you change or do differently? Ask her to take a look at her previous
answers and identify three (3) actions she will take to focus on her BIG ROCKS.
Ask her to set a specific timetable for each task (E.X. Task 1 – Register my
company by end of June 2020).

You can copy the tasks on post-it notes and ask the coachee to stick them in her car,
wallet, fridge door, desk drawer or any place where she will see them often. You can
also regularly check on her about the actions she took to achieve those tasks and if
they are achieved within the deadline.
To wrap-up the discussion you can ask the coachee what is the biggest thing she
learned about yourself from doing this activity.

Methodological
advice

This activity helps coachees align how they spend their time with their “real” priorities,
their “Big Rocks”.
You can use this tool regularly to prioritise your week or month - and to make sure you
schedule your big rock items first!

Variations

You can change PART 1 as follows:
At the beginning of the activity you can use 2 jugs.
Begin with the 1st jug:
•

Fill the jug first with the sand, proceed with pebbles and add the rocks at the
end. You will see that not all rocks fit in the jug.

•

Proceed with the 2nd jug:

•

Fill the jug with the rocks, proceed with pebbles and add the sand at the end.
All materials fit the jug “perfectly” and no rocks are left outside.

Discuss shortly why this happened.
Proceed with parts 2, 3, 4 and 5 as described above.

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmV0gXpXwDU
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Activity 16: Impromptu Networking
Type

Icebreaker

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Duration

Material/room

Nr of participants

Impromptu Networking

This activity aims at rapidly sharing thoughts, challenges,
expectations and build on these to start a new session/encounter.
It is also helpful to refresh the goal of the journey and the areas in
which the coachee needs more help.

20 min.

No material is needed in this activity

Two people: the coach and the coachee (although it can be
conducted as a group activity)
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Description

During the coaching relationship, you will find yourself opening
many encounters with your coachee. Whether at the beginning of
the relationship or at the end of it, sometimes it will be necessary
to engage the coachee again in the coaching journey. In fact, at
the beginning of the relationship the coachee can show high levels
of determination and perseverance but these can lower with the
passing of the time. As explained in the methodology of the WECAN
project, motivation helps maintaining constancy and focus, thus
it is crucial for the coachee to be determined and keep up her
motivation to succeed in her entrepreneurial aspirations.
The exercise proposed will help you, as a WECoach, to introduce
the coachee to a new session and to attract her attention and raise
her interest right from the beginning of the encounter. By tapping
into the coachee curiosity and passion, you will be able to get her
focused on her journey and on the main objectives she wants to
achieve.
To kick off this activity you will ask the coachee:
“What big challenge do you bring to this encounter? What do you
hope to get from today’s session?”
This question will draw the coachee into the session and will
immediately engage her to address the obstacles she wanted to
overcome by starting the coaching journey.
Listen to her answer. If you think she is being to elusive or that she
is not being specific, invite her to deepen her thoughts. If your
coachee is a shy person, help her feel comfortable and in a safe
space.
Your role will be to listen and help the coachee focus on the
solutions and positive actions she can take to overcome the
challenges she feels are impeding her to be a successful
entrepreneur. Let her express what she wants to address in the
session and how you can help her. You need to be supportive and
help her visualise the end goal.
Remember that each session is just a small part of the whole journey.
So the proposed solutions to the challenge expressed by the
coachee will be little actions or steps that taken together make the
entire entrepreneurial journey.

Methodological
advice

Impromptu Networking is a quick exercise used to share thoughts,
unleash feelings and see the dots that connected will help the
coachee visualize her journey.
You can use it before the start of a coaching session to:
•

Clarify the goals the coachee wants to achieve;

•

Refresh the learning goals;

•

Provide the coachee with the opportunity to get help on
personal challenges related to her entrepreneurial journey;

•

Let her experience and explore how she can use what she
learnt.
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You can opt for different questions, depending on the stage of the
coaching journey but also on the kind of relationship you have with
your coachee. Other questions could be:

Variations

What problem are you trying to solve?
What challenge lingers from our last meeting?
Since the coaching sessions, in what areas have you grown?
What turned out to be hard?
What demands further attention?

Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

For a deeper understanding behind the Impromptu Networking
methodology, please visit these websites:
•

http://www.liberatingstructures.com/2-impromptunetworking/

•

https://medium.com/the-liberators/rapidly-create-personalconnections-with-impromptu-networking-d5698cf02630

Activity 17: The Personal Ecocycle Planning
Type

Energizer

Exercise Name

Specific
objectives

The Personal Ecocycle Planning

By using the Ecocycle Planning exercise you can help the coachee overcoming the
bottlenecks along her entrepreneurial learning path, identifying which parts of her
journey is lacking resources and which ones are rigid and hampering progress and thus
can be eliminated.
The Ecocycle gives the coachee the possibility to see her pathway in the larger context,
thus not just the trees but the entire forest.
Ecocycle Planning invites the coachee to focus on creative destruction and renewal in
order to explore what she is not doing but should be doing and which are the things she
is currently engaging in, but should not be her priority.

Duration

Material/room

1 hour approx..

A room with an open flat wall or a table with chairs
A blank poster of the Ecocycle map worksheet (see web link) that you can hang on the
wall
Post-it notes

Nr of participants

Two people: the coach and the coachee (although it can be conducted as a group
activity)
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Description

The first thing you will have to do is to introduce the idea of the Ecocycle to your
coachee (5 min):
“The Ecocycle Planning is an analysis method for projects and strategies that is used to (I)
see the broad picture, (II) zoom in on waste, priorities and opportunities and (III) bring all
perspectives at once14”.

Ilustración 1The Ecocycle planning, The Liberators: https://medium.com/the-liberators/
create-focus-with-ecocycle-planning-7d86c4b8b799
As you can see, there are four quadrants in the above image, representing 4 moments
of a project or process:
•

The first one is birth, meaning those activities that have just started,

•

The second is maturity or better, the activities running,

•

By creative destruction it is meant those activities that are running but that need
to be stopped,

•

Renewal/Gestation indicates those activities that need to be started, improved
or supported.

It is very usual for people to handle many things at the same time. We often start
activities that may become valuable at some point, but they require resources such as
time and energy to become mature. This is why we usually put much effort in activities
that are more mature and cost us less energy to get value out of them. Those are the
activities a person should stop in order to make space for something new. If a person
does not prioritise, she might be unable to start new activities because they would just
add more chaos and stress.
This might be happening as well to your coachee and in this situation, she should
creatively destroy what isn’t valuable for her project. The Ecocycle model represents
this situation through the Poverty and Rigidity Traps. The first indicates the activities that
are not getting enough energy and time while the second are those activities that cost
resources although their value is diminishing or diminished.
After having illustrated the meaning of the Ecocycle Planning, you can hand out a blank
map to the coachee and let her develop her personal Ecocycle Planning to identify
activities that are helping her achieving her goals or are getting in the way.
Now you can ask her to enlist her individual activity list, regarding the entire path she is
going through, or just one initiative she is undertaking that occupies her time (10 min).
Now you can work together to put the activities she selected in one of the four
quadrants previously illustrated in the Ecocycle map using the post-its (15 min).

14

https://www.colleaga.org/tools/ecocycle-planning
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Description

While placing the post-its, she should be explaining why she is assigning the activities to
the specific quadrants.
After all the activities have been placed on the map, ask your coachee to step back
and digest the pattern of placements.
Ask her “What activities do you need to creatively destroy or stop to move forward?
What activities do you need to expand or start to move forward?” (15 min).
At this stage, the coachee should be ready to propose solutions to move from her traps
to the renewal or creative destruction stages. Please, always bear in mind that the
actions that will take her out from the rigidity or poverty traps need to be small steps. Try
to make her focus on a solution or step that she can take alone, without approval or
resources from others and that is entirely within her possibilities (10 min).
This exercise should be done for each activity that needs to be stopped (activities that
are in the Rigidity Trap), and for each activity that needs to start or get more resources
(activities in the Poverty trap).
Your role will be to question her on the activities chosen and ask her why she placed
them in the chosen quadrants.

Methodological
advice

This exercise can be used in each of the phases of the coaching relationship – initiation,
cultivation and separation. In fact, this exercise can be used:
•

At the beginning of the coaching journey, to detect the needs and challenges
of the coachee and the stage of the entrepreneurial journey she is in;

•

In the middle of the coaching relationship, as a way to evaluate and check if
the coaching journey is being successful. This energizer will help you keep track
of the progresses made and check whether correction measures need to be
taken;

•

At the final stage of the journey to understand if the coachee has reached the
desired objectives and if she has taken the right steps to overcome the rigidity or
poverty trap.

Ecocycle Planning is a very powerful activity and energizer but it can be challenging for
both you, as a WECoach, to facilitate it and for the coachee who needs to understand
it and use it for the first time. It is definitely more engaging and understandable if you use
real life examples and metaphors (preferably a personal one) to explain the concepts
of natural growth and destruction. In this way the coachee can better apply it to her
personal experience and journey.
And remember to always start small! The corrective actions your coachee needs to take
aren’t necessarily big changes or hard choices to take. All the journeys start from a small
step.

Variations

Weblinks,
Videos, Pictures,
further material

The Ecocycle Planning can be integrated with other small and fun activities that can
help you get towards the aim of the exercise. It is up to you to modify the steps or add
other activities. Feel comfortable and use it as you prefer, the map is here to guide you
but each relationship has its own peculiarities and no one rule fits all!

https://medium.com/the-liberators/peer-coaching-with-a-2-hour-string-of-liberatingstructures-6b5a4ea46808
http://www.liberatingstructures.com/31-ecocycle-planning/
To help you explaining the Ecocycle Planning in an easy way: https://www.colleaga.org/
tools/ecocycle-planning
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Activity 18: The Puzzle
Type

Energizer

Exercise Name

Specific objectives

Duration

Material/room

The Puzzle

This energizer activity is a fun game that you can play with your
coachee in order to build a stronger and closer relationship but also
to prove your bond and team work.

20 min

A puzzle – a simple one for kids under 5 with few and big pieces.
A table.
A chronometer.

Nr of participants

Description

Two people: the coach and the coachee (although this activity can
be conducted also for a group of people)

The game consists of solving a simple puzzle together with your
coachee in the fastest time possible.
The exercise needs to be repeated 3 times and no talking is allowed
(!) during the making of the puzzle.
Before starting the game, set the chronometer and check how long
it takes to solve the puzzle together. Remember that your goal is to
solve it in the shortest time possible.
You need to repeat the challenge three times but before the second
and third times, you need to clearly decide how long you will take to
solve the puzzle together – 3 minutes, 5 minutes? It is up to you, but it
needs to be each time less than the previous one.
At the end of each round, you need to discuss what you did better
than the previous one or what went wrong. It is important to analyze
the strategy you have adopted (if you have adopted any) and what
you did before at the end of each round.
This exercise helps participants understanding if they are on the same
page, if they understand each other and if they can take different
actions/steps towards the same directions.
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Methodological
advice

This game is a team builder and also a very good exercise to build
trust and confidence with your coachee. The most difficult part for
you will be to be engaged in the game, thus this time you won’t
be an observer. But at the same time for you it will be important to
analyze and understand what your coachee is doing.
By looking at how she acts, you will understand if she is a leader, a
good team player or whether she lacks empathy and likes working
on the puzzle alone.
Although this game might seem simple and easy, there are a lot of
insights hidden in it if you observe how the coachee approaches the
challenges.

Variations
You can involve other people if you think you would better not
participate in the game.
Weblinks, Videos,
Pictures, further
material

ENERGIZER FOR WECOACHES BASED ON THE USE OF METAPHORS
Pain

A worried-looking boy went to see the doctor and said: “Doctor, when I press my left shoulder, it hurts really
bad. And when I press my left elbow, then that hurts really bad, as well. And that’s not all, doctor. When I
press both my left and my right knee, it also hurts a lot. When I press the place where my heart is, it is also
very painful, and when I press my right temple, right here, same thing. I am terribly worried, because I fear
something very serious is wrong with me”.
The doctor examines him very carefully, for more than half an hour, but can’t find anything. Finally, he sent
him to the hospital’s specialist, with the request to make a scan of the whole body. When the specialist
had looked at the results with great detail, he went to the boy who was sitting in the waiting room and said:
“Well, young man, I have finally found out how it is possible that all those places on your body hurt so much
when you press them. Your index finger is broken”.
Possible solutions:
•
•
•
•
•

You have to think outside of the box,
Pick up the mirror, not the magnifying glass,
Instead of blaming others, work and improve yourself and then teach them how to do so,
There is a solution to any problem,
Looks can be deceiving.

After reading the metaphor, you can discuss the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your first reaction to this metaphor?
What problems do you think you have and what would your dream solution be to them?
Which new ideas and insights did you get from this metaphor?
How can you incorporate what you have understood in the metaphor, in entrepreneurship?
For which purpose can you use this metaphor in the future, with the accent on entrepreneurship?
(E.g. speech, training, meeting, correcting someone’s behavior, assigning a task, selling an idea
etc.).
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The rooster

An artist was given the task by a king to draw a rooster for him, his favorite animal. After two months the king
hadn’t heard nor seen anything from the artist. The king sent a servant to see how the artist was progressing.
“I am very busy with it”, the artist said.
After half a year the king still hadn’t heard anything and decided to visit the artist by himself. The artist
asked the king if he could wait for a couple of minutes. He walked to the easel and, within ten minutes, he
painted a beautiful rooster. The king was impressed. This was exactly what he had in mind. He asked the
artist why he had waited so long to make the painting.
The artist walked to a corner of his studio and returned with a big pile of paper, containing lots of studies of
roosters, in all forms and shapes.
He had needed all that time to identify himself fully with the animal so that, now, he was able to paint the
most beautiful rooster almost automatically within a matter of minutes.
Possible solution: Hard work pays off.
After reading the metaphor, you can discuss the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your first reaction to this metaphor?
What problems do you think you have and what would your dream solution be to them?
Which new ideas and insights did you get from this metaphor?
How can you incorporate what you have understood in the metaphor, in entrepreneurship?
For which purpose can you use this metaphor in the future, with the accent on entrepreneurship?
(E.g. speech, training, meeting, correcting someone’s behavior, assigning a task, selling an idea
etc.).

The butterfly

One day, a small hole was formed into a cocoon hanging from a bush. A passerby stopped and, for a
while, observed how the young butterfly used all his power to try and crawl through this small hole. After
a long time, the butterfly seemed to give up, and the hole still appeared to be too small. It looked like the
butterfly had tried everything within its power and could do no more. That moment, the man decided to
help the butterfly. With his pocketknife, he opened the cocoon.
The butterfly immediately got out. But his body remained meager and groggy. His wings were not well
developed, and it barely moved. The man kept observing him in the belief that the wings of the butterfly
would instantaneously open themselves and it would be able to carry its body, so it could fly away. This
didn’t happen, however! During the rest of its short existence, the butterfly had to drag itself over the
ground, with its meager body and shriveled wings. It was never able to fly.
What the man, with his friendly gesture, didn’t understand about this butterfly being born, was that the
passage through the small hole of the cocoon was a necessary effort to let the fluid flow from its body into
its wings, so they would get strong, enabling it to fly. It was the mold through which life let it pass in order to
grow and develop itself.
Possible solutions:
•
•

There are hardships we must conquer in order to rise to the challenge (It was the mold through
which life let it pass in order to grow and develop itself),
Hard work pays off.

After reading the metaphor, you can discuss the following questions:
1. What is your first reaction to this metaphor?
2. What problems do you think you have and what would your dream solution be to them?
3. Which new ideas and insights did you get from this metaphor?
4. How can you incorporate what you have understood in the metaphor, in entrepreneurship?
5. For which purpose can you use this metaphor in the future, with the accent on entrepreneurship?
(E.g. speech, training, meeting, correcting someone’s behavior, assigning a task, selling an idea
etc.).
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ANNEXES
PART A - METHODOLOGICAL GUIDE

Topic 2
Annex 1: EntreComp Progression model
Table 2 EntreComp Progression model
Foundation

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

Relying on support from
others

Building independence

Taking responsibility

Driving transformation,
innovation and growth

Under direct
supervision.

With reduced
support from
others, some
autonomy
and together
with my peers.

On my own
and together
with my peers.

Taking and
sharing some
responsibilities.

Discover

Explore

Experiment

Dare

Level 1
focuses
mainly on
discovering
your qualities,
potential,
interests and
wishes. It also
focuses on
recognising
different
types of
problems
and needs
that can
be solved
creatively,
and on
developing
individual skills
and attitudes.

Level 2
focuses on
exploring
different
approaches
to problems,
concentrating
on diversity
and
developing
social skills and
attitudes.

Level 3 focuses
on critical
thinking and on
experimenting
with creating
value, for
instance
through
practical
entrepreneurial
experiences.

Level 4
focuses on
turning ideas
into action
in ‘real life’
and on taking
responsibility
for this.

With some
guidance and
together with
others.

Taking
responsibility
for making
decisions and
working with
others.

Taking
responsibility
for
contributing
to complex
developments
in a specific
field.

Contributing
substantially
to the
development
of a specific
field.

Improve

Reinforce

Expand

Transform

Level 7
focuses on the
competences
needed to
deal with
complex
challenges,
handling a
constantly
changing
environment
where the
degree of
uncertainty is
high.

Level 8
focuses on
emerging
challenges by
developing
new
knowledge,
through
research and
development
and
innovation
capabilities
to achieve
excellence
and transform
the ways
things are
done.

Level 5 focuses
on improving
your skills
for turning
ideas into
action, taking
increasing
responsibility for
creating value,
and developing
knowledge
about
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Level 6
focuses on
working
with others,
using the
knowledge
you have
to generate
value,
dealing with
increasingly
complex
challenges.

Annex II: EntreComp Overview
Table 3: EntreComp Overview
Levels of proficiency
Area

Competences

Spotting

At Foundation Level

At Intermediate Level

At Advanced Level

Learners can find opportunities

Learners can recognise

Learners can seize and shape

to generate value for others.

opportunities to address needs

opportunities to respond to

that have not been met.

challenges and create value for

opportunities

others.

Creativity

Learners can develop multiple

Learners can test and refine ideas

Learners can transform ideas

ideas that create value for

that create value for others.

into solutions that create value
for others.

IDEAS AND OPPORTUNITIES

others.

Vision

Valuing ideas

Learners can imagine a

Learners can build an inspiring

Learners can use their vision to

desirable future.

vision that engages others.

guide strategic decision-making.

Learners can understand and

Learners understand that ideas

Learners can develop strategies

appreciate the value of ideas.

can have different types of

to make the most of the value

value, which can be used in

generated by ideas.

different ways.

Ethical and
sustainable thinking

Learners can recognise

Learners are driven by ethics

Learners act to make sure that

the impact of their choices

and sustainability when making

their ethical and sustainability

and behaviours, both within

decisions.

goals are met.

Learners trust their own ability

Learners can make the most of

Learners can compensate for

to generate value for others.

their strengths and weaknesses.

their weaknesses by teaming

the community and the
environment.

Self-awareness and
self-efficacy

up with others and by further
developing their strengths.

Learners want to follow their

Learners are willing to put effort

Learners can stay focused on

Motivation and

passion and create value for

and resources into following their

their passion and keep creating

perseverance

others.

passion and create value for

value despite setbacks.

RESOURCES

others.

Mobilising

Learners can find and use

Learners can gather and

Learners can define strategies to

resources responsibly.

manage different types of

mobilise the resources they need

resources to create value for

to generate value for others.

resources

others.

Financial and
economic literacy

Mobilising others

Learners can draw up the

Learners can find funding options

Learners can make a plan for the

budget for a simple activity.

and manage a budget for their

financial sustainability of a value-

value-creating activity.

creating activity.

Learners can communicate

Learners can persuade, involve

Learners can inspire others and

their ideas clearly and with

and inspire others in value-

get them on board for value-

enthusiasm.

creating activities.

creating activities.
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Taking the initiative

Learners are willing to have

Learners can initiate value-

Learners can look for

a go at solving problems that

creating activities.

opportunities to take the initiative
to add or create value.

affect their communities.

Learners can define the goals

Learners can create an action

Learners can refine priorities

Planning and

for a simple value-creating

plan, which identifies the

and plans to adjust to changing

management

activity.

priorities and milestones for the

circumstances.

INTO ACTION

achievement of their goals.

Coping with
uncertainty,
ambiguity and risk

Working with others

Learning through
experience

Learners are not afraid of

Learners can evaluate the

Learners can weigh-up risks

making mistakes while trying

benefits and risks of alternative

and make decisions despite

new things.

options and make choices that

uncertainty and ambiguity.

reflect their preferences.

Learners can work in a team to

Learners can work together with

Learners can build a team and

create value.

a wide range of individuals and

networks based on the needs of

groups to create value.

their value-creating activity.

Learners can recognise what

Learners can reflect and judge

Learners can improve their

they have learnt by taking part

their achievements and failures,

abilities to create value by

in value-creating activities.

and learn from these.

building on their previous
experiences and interactions with
others.

Topic 3
Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
GROW Coaching Model - Sample Questions for each stage
Example questions for the GROW model

Goal

Reality

Options

Way
forward

1. What do you want to achieve from this coaching session?
2. What would you like to accomplish?
3. What result are you trying to achieve?
4. What outcome would be ideal?
5. What do you want to change?
6. Why are you hoping to achieve this goal?
7. What benefits would result from achieving this goal?

1. What is happening right now (what, who, where, when, and how often)?
2. What is the impact or result of this?
4. Have you already taken any steps toward your goal?
6. What have you already tried?
7. What actions are currently under way?
9. What do you think is holding you back?
10. What’s the biggest challenge you are facing right now?
11. Do you know other people who have achieved your goal?
12. What did you learn from _____?

1. What options are available to help you meet your goal?
2. What has worked for you already?
3. How could you do more of that?
4. Have you ever tackled a situation like this before?
5. What could you do differently?
6. Who else might be able/willing to help?
7. What is the hardest/most challenging part of this for you?
8. What could you do to get a better result (or move closer to your goal)?
9. What other factors should you consider?

1. Which option do you feel ready to act on?
2. How are you going to move forward?
3. What’s your first step?
4. What support do you need to get started?
5. What resources could help you?
6. Is there anything missing?
7. What is the likelihood of your plan succeeding on a scale of 1 to 10?
8. What would it take to make it to a 10?
9. What obstacles could get in the way of your progress?
10. Do you have a plan to overcome those?
11. What three actions can you take this week toward meeting your goal?
14. How will you know when you have been successful?
15. What will happen (or, what is the cost) if you don’t take action or
succeed?
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Appendix 3
Open minded questions, affirmation, reflective listening, and summary reflections (OARS)
- Open minded questions “Open questions invite others to “tell their story” in their own words without leading them in a specific
direction. Open questions should be used often in conversation but not exclusively. Of course, when asking
open questions, you must be willing to listen to the person’s response. Open questions are the opposite of
closed questions. Closed questions typically elicit a limited response such as “yes” or “no.”” (Homelessness
Resource Center (HRC), 2007,para.5&6)15
Examples :
Are you afraid of starting your own project/company? - Closed question
What most concerns you about starting your own project/company? - Open minded question
Do you think you will lose a lot if you give up your project? - Closed question
What do you think you will lose if you give up your project? - Open minded question
Do you worry a lot about finances? - Closed question
What most concerns you about your finances? - Open minded question
Few more ideas for open questions...
•
•
•
•
•

How can I help you with ...?
Help me understand ....? / Tell me more about this.
How would you like things to be different?
What are the good things about … and what are the less good things about it?
What do you want to do next?

- Affirmations “Affirmations are statements and gestures that recognize client strengths and acknowledge behaviors that
lead in the direction of positive change, no matter how big or small. Affirmations build confidence in one’s
ability to change.” (HRC, 2007,para.8)
Examples of affirming responses:
• I appreciate that you are willing to talk to me about your past experiences of school/entrepreneurship/
unemployment/etc...
• You handled yourself really well in that situation.
• That’s a good suggestion.
• If I were in your shoes, I don’t know if I could have managed nearly so well.

- Reflective listening “Reflective listening is the pathway for engaging others in relationships, building trust, and fostering
motivation to change. [...] it takes hard work and skill to do well. Sometimes the “skills” we use [...] do not
exemplify reflective listening but instead serve as roadblocks to effective communication. Examples are
misinterpreting what is said or assuming what a person needs.” (HRC, 2007,para.10)
“It includes interest in what the person has to say [...]. Listening breakdowns occur in any of three places:
• Speaker does not say what is meant
• Listener does not hear correctly
• Listener gives a different interpretation to what the words mean” (HRC, 2007,para.11)
15

https://www.homelesshub.ca/resource/motivational-interviewing-open-questions-affirmation-reflective-listening-

and-summary
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“Reflective listening is meant to close the loop in communication to ensure breakdowns don’t occur. [...]
You can use some standard phrases such as : So you feel… / It sounds like you… / You’re wondering if…”
(HRC, 2007,para.12)
As a WECoach, you can check whether you really understood your mentee, using techniques such as
paraphrasing (see above: table of the good practices and tips for WECoach communication).

- Summary reflections “Summaries are special applications of reflective listening. They can be used throughout a conversation
but are particularly helpful at transition points, for example, after the person has spoken about a particular
topic, has recounted a personal experience, or when the encounter is nearing an end.” (HRC, 2007,para.16)
“Summarizing helps to ensure that there is clear communication between the speaker and listener. Also, it
can provide a stepping stone towards change.” (HRC, 2007,para.17)
“Structure of Summaries :
1. Begin with a statement indicating you are making a summary such as “Let me see if I understand
so far…” / “Here is what I’ve heard. Tell me if I’ve missed anything.”
2. Give special attention to change statements.
3. If the person expresses ambivalence, it is useful to include both sides in the summary statement. For
example: “On the one hand…, on the other hand…”
4. It can be useful to include information in summary statements from other sources
5. Be concise.
6. End with an invitation such as “Did I miss anything?” / “What other points are there to consider?” /
“Anything you want to add or correct?” (HRC, 2007,para.18)

Activity : Let’s practice OARS
Open-ended questions
Turn the following questions into an open-ended question:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is your business unique?
Is your market target the right one?
Do you see any difficulty in building from scratch?
Do you think you can be a successful entrepreneur?

Answers :
1.
2.
3.
4.

What makes your business unique?
How did you decide to market this target group?
Can you list some difficulties that you meet / will meet when building from scratch?
What are your qualities that would turn you into a successful entrepreneur?

Affirmation
Think of a statement that would positively affirm your mentee’s willingness to develop her project.
Reflective listening
How could you check your understanding of the following statement?
“If my project doesn’t work out, I’m going to lose all self-confidence.”
Summarising
How could you summarise the following statement for your mentee?
“I find it really difficult to find informations about start up a company.
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Appendix 4
Introduce oneself through a blazon

Based on the Skills Portfolio (Unis Cité, 2009, p.7)

This blazon is another way of presenting yourself. You can imagine many more questions such as:
•
•
•

Someone (famous or not) I’d like to meet/see and why?
One or more of your qualities
Which season you like and why?
Etc...
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Appendix 5

10 experiences to live
Based on the Skills Portfolio (Unis Cité, 2009, p.9)

Without taking too much into consideration the material requirements, if you had to list 5 professional
experiences and 5 extra-professional experiences that you really want to live through in the course of your
life, they would be : (For each experience, explain why)
Professional experiences

Extra-professional experiences
-
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Appendix 6

SWOT - Strengths / Weaknesses / Opportunities / Threats
The SWOT analysis is a tool used in marketing and strategy. It applies to both your professional and private
projects. As a WECoach, you can use the SWOT in two ways: to find out more about your Coachee profile
and assess her situation, but also to get her to analyse her entrepreneurship project/idea:

Internal factors (Sample questions)
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Coachee’s profile

Coachee’s profile

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What do you do well? What do you do
better than others?
What unique strengths and talents do
you have?
What would people who are familiar
with you and/or have worked with you
say about your strengths?
On what topic would they come to you
for advice or help?
What is your greatest success? your
talent?
What makes you move forward?
What are your personal and
professional qualities?
Etc.

Coachee’s project / idea
• Knowledge, Network, Skills and
experience you have in the area of
your project

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are your limits?
In what cases would people who know
you would say, “That’s not for her?”
What are the tasks you avoid, or even
fear?
In what areas can you improve?
What are the things that you are
criticized for?
What could you do better? What do
you avoid?
Where are others doing better than
you?
What are others likely to see as
weaknesses?
What do you need to face up to?
etc

Coachee’s project / idea
• Knowledge, Network, Skills and
experience you DO NOT have in the
area of your project and you will have
to LEARN
• Finances, human resources,
communication
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External factors (Sample Questions)
OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Coachee’s profile
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coachee’s profile

What opportunities might allow you to
use your strengths?
Which ones come to mind
spontaneously?
What path will your relatives see you
following in the years to come?
What activities do you say to yourself,
“This is for me!”
What opportunities are out there for
you?
What trends could you take
advantage of?
Which strengths could you turn into
opportunities?
What is going on locally that you could
capitalize on?

Coachee’s project / idea
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible training
The innovative nature of your project
Target group
Context
Financial aspects
Partnership
Is your project in line with the century
skills and innovation spirit?
Do you use Information and
Communications Technologies (ICTs)?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the elements that you do not
master?
What threats have you already
identified? What are the ones you
fear?
What are the warnings that your
relatives are giving you?
What trends and threats could harm
you?
What threats do your weaknesses
expose you to?
What obstacles do you have coming
up?
etc

Coachee’s project / idea
• Required training
• The concurrence
• Target group definition
• Financial aspects
• Business environment
• Legal framework

Appendix 7
When you leave your comfort zone
(Frugère J.,.2019)
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PART B
TOOLKIT

ANNEX 1

Jug for activity 15.
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